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EDITOR’S

COMMENT

What a difference a month can make

A

s world economies adjust to the current
fluctuations in stock markets which began in
August, one wonders what results we will be
seeing this time next year from companies such as
Trumpf which has just posted its second best year
in the company's history.
The German Machine Tool Builders' Association
(VDW) reported that its members recorded an 83%
increase in orders from April through June. U.S.
manufacturers' new orders for machine tools and
related equipment and technology rose 15.3% in
June. You can read the related articles further on in
this issue. This outlook will certainly change as
results are released for the following quarter.
However on a much more serious note it is the
recent strikes and, the violent nature of them, that
is more worrying. The level of organisation by the
unions to intimidate manufacturing companies countrywide was clearly seen.
For more than two weeks company owners and employees that did not want to be
part of the strikes feared for their lives.
The resultant fallout has left many of the company owners feeling uneasy,
bitter and let down. I have spoken to a number of them and they have all said they
are now fed up and are making plans to retrench, import components and
product, and automate further.
"During the hard economic times of the last couple of years we looked after
our staff and kept on employees even though they were working in marginal areas.
These very same workers were the first that came to intimidate us. We have now
decided to close that department, putting 35 employees on the street, and
concentrate on the areas of manufacturing that have high returns" said one.
Another said "We had recently visited China to see if we could cut costs on our
manufacturing side and the strikes certainly made up our minds. We are busy
negotiating to release 20 odd employees and in future will import our products in
kit form from China and just assemble here. We have not lost out. It is the
employees that have."
These are just a couple of stories and I am sure there are many more
company owners that are going the same route, or are now purchasing equipment
to replace employees. It is very sad for a country that already has a high
unemployment figure.
On a much more positive note I was very encouraged and optimistic after
three different plant visits I had recently. You can read the stories further on in the
magazine.
The first was to the Ford Motor Company of Southern Africa's (FMCSA)
Struandale engine plant, which has been upgraded and expanded both for its
assembly and machining capabilities as part of a R 3.4 billion export investment
programme that includes the upgrade and expansion of production facilities at the
Silverton Assembly Plant in Pretoria. This facility now has the flexibility and the
expertise to match any OEM plant worldwide and it sets the bar for the future of
advanced manufacturing in South Africa.
The second was to ZF Auto Industrial machining plant. The new equipment
that has recently been installed coupled with the existing equipment is certainly
world class.
The third was to Ramsay Engineering. Although I have only been to the head
office in Pietermaritzburg, which was very impressive, it was the company's
announcement about their new facility in Roslyn that will see the company
producing 150 000 cross-car beams a year for BMW and Ford in South Africa,
which were previously produced in Germany and Thailand, which is so positive.
Lets hope that the unions and employees see the
bigger picture soon because I feel they might have
shot themselves in the foot this time.
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VIEW

POINT

Time disconnects

T

he manufacturing industry is in decline.
The operating circumstances, all the
factors that affect business including
but not limited to demand, are difficult to
predict. We have learned that trade is like
war, that the earth is not flat. One of the
reasons may be a time disconnect between
legislation and capital investment, maybe
unseen by legislators. To ensure a better life
for all the primary concern of legislators
should be the economy, the economy, the
economy. All else is secondary - not in Africa?
In recent weeks it appears that the dti and
the Treasury are getting a better
understanding of the relationship between
growth of the economy and job creation.
At the time major capital projects are
proposed, affected decision makers consider
proposals against a view of the future. That
view envisages total operating circumstances into the future.
Whilst views of high and low roads form part of the analysis, in
the end some decision has to be made. It may be yes or no;
it may be in between, an exploratory decision. Where the
decision is made to invest, it is made on the perception, the
inner feeling well beyond but including facts, that the
investment is a prudent decision. That prudent decision
affecting major capital investment generally takes a
twenty year view, the typical amortisation period of capital
projects. The declining capital investment in South Africa
reflects perceptions of a twenty year uncertainty. Legislators
have some responsibility for this. I cite three examples of
changing circumstances that illustrate the time disconnect.
The first is the foundry sector. The scrap debate for
aluminium, first reported to the dti as an impending world
shortage concern in 1996, drones on. The legislators cannot
make their minds up, one way or the other. The aluminium
foundry sector has declined precipitously. On the other hand
the cost of energy has been rapidly accelerated on the back of
tardy initial Government decision making in the late 1990's,
this followed by real concern that the country may run out of
electricity. Simultaneously, environmental issues have emerged
as a key Government priority. The two work in tandem and
encourage new capital investment. Existing capital equipment
has frequently not yet been amortised. In the expensive capital
and cheap power country we had, decisions often reflected
this. We now have an expensive power, expensive capital
country.
Secondly, the combination of energy saving and
environmental legislation requires a total review of processes.
Two sets of issues, the first an administrated price, the second
legislation, profoundly affect the operating circumstances. The
USA response to the rapidly increasing oil price, their source of

energy has lessons. Through the seventies
the price increased by a factor of four. The
response was twofold. Foundries developed
retrofit solutions to existing capital stock.
These were designed to capture wasted
energy to reduce overall demand.
The Government instituted what became the
Department of Energy to assist the country
over the transition period. Many companies
received grants to effect change over time.
Whilst Eskom and the dti have developed
support mechanisms, these need to be more
strongly encouraged.
Consider the historical position of the
aluminium primary smelting sector. It has
become a legislative football kicked one way
or the other depending on current political
need. In the forty five odd years of presence
in the country only two major capital
equipment investments have been effected. Initially in the mid
sixties an aluminium smelter was one of five core capital
investments intended to support the need for an alternative
harbour to Durban and industrial decentralisation away from
the Witwatersrand industrial hub. The existing aluminium
market grew. By the late 1980's/ early 1990's, the demand on
Eskom by many industries was for a reduced electricity tariff.
The aluminium smelter was not different. It needed cheaper
electricity to survive. A proposal was put to Eskom that married
the then over-capacitated Eskom need to sell electricity with
the need for a globally competitive smelter electricity price.
The proposal was that that if Eskom provided electricity at a
pricing structure that reflected energy costs paid by other
smelters across the world, a new modern smelter would be
built that absorbed additional power. I was called in to Eskom
to give views on this proposal during the strategic decision
making period. Suffice it to say that an agreement was reached
and the Hillside smelter built. (The later building of the Mozal
smelter represented a politico economic decision to support
Mozambique). We know that BHP Billiton is now under
pressure because of energy use. The capital investment period
spans changing political needs.
The final illustration of the overlay of legislation over capital
investment periods is found in the health legislation affecting
the food, beverage soft drink and pharmaceutical sectors. Over
a period when the availability and quality of water has fallen,
health legislation has tightened. There is nothing wrong with
either. They are however overlaid onto long term capital
equipment decisions.
The purpose of the contribution is to show the impacts of
time disconnects. To understand where we are and how we got
here, the time disconnect between capital investment and
legislative imperatives assists.

This is the viewpoint of Dr Tony Paterson who graduated from the University of Witwatersrand. After some years of working
he undertook post graduate work at the universities of Pretoria and UMIST. On returning to South Africa, he joined the
aluminium industry in 1983. In 1985 he was seconded to the then fledgling Aluminium Federation of South Africa.
He was Executive Director of AFSA for some18 years before concentrating on technological development. Although semi retired
since 2010, Tony still works with the aluminium industry and Universities on a part time basis mainly dealing with
technology related subjects and problems.
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Great guns!
For more than half a century,
Italian company Chiappa Firearms
has manufactured replica, sports,
and blank-firing handguns and rifles
that are sought the world over
by historic weapon enthusiasts,
collectors, re-enactment societies,
and film production companies.

C

hiappa uses three recently installed
Haas EC-300 CNC 4-axis horizontal machining
centres with rapid-fire twin pallet changers to
produce the intricate and precise components that
make up their faithful recreations.
In 1958, Ezechiele "Oscar" Chiappa founded the firm
Armi Chiappa to design and manufacture parts for field
guns and air rifles. The company's customers were mostly
the 200 gun manufacturers located in the Valtrompia area
of Brescia, Italy - an area well known for firearm
production, and home to the oldest gun manufacturer of
them all, Beretta.
In the early 1980s, the Chiappa family took advantage
of vigorous demand from the USA for replica historical
firearms to move into that growing niche. About a decade
later, the company diversified further into manufacturing
blank-firing guns under the new brand name Kimar.
Demand for the company's products soared until,
inevitably, it found itself short of factory space. In 2002,
Chiappa built a brand-new, 70,000-square-foot
headquarters in the south of the region. With a modern
development centre and larger production area, the
purpose-built facility allowed the company to increase its
production to 60,000 handguns and 6000 rifles annually.
This dramatic increase also necessitated a large
investment in new machine tools, mostly from Italian,
American, and Japanese builders. The upgrade of
capital equipment continued for several years,
and included a search to find the best value
CNC machine tools.
"We settled on Haas because we couldn't find any
other machines that demonstrated the same excellent
price-to-quality ratio," states Rino Chiappa, managing
director of the company, and son of the founder.
"Compared to a vertical machining centre, the horizontal
working area of the Haas EC-300 gives us 25% greater
production yield for the type of components we machine,
which are often cut from solid billets, and usually involve
removing large quantities of metal."
The company installed the first of its Haas EC-300
machines in 2007, and subsequently added two more: the
first in 2008 and the second a year later.
In 2007, another local firearm manufacturer ceased
production, giving Armi Chiappa almost uncontested
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access to another growing and lucrative market niche:
Replica lever-action firearms. The products the company
subsequently created to exploit this opportunity are at the
upper-end of its price range. They include an 1892
Winchester lever-action rifle of the type ubiquitous in
Western movies, and carried on-screen by, amongst others,
the legendary John Wayne. The parts for these particular
weapons are machined from billets of solid steel.
Each component in a new Chiappa creation is designed
using CAD/CAM before being assembled on-screen using
3D simulation. Once satisfied the parts and finished
assembly are correct, company designers create toolpaths
that are sent directly to the Haas machines.

Today, Armi Chiappa thrives on its reputation
for precision craftsmanship and historical accuracy
"We moved to Haas machines
because we wanted to create a
new production line for
lever-action products like the
Winchester," says Mr. Chiappa.
"The three Haas EC-300
machines make components that
include a complete receiver for a
rifle. This particular part begins
life as a solid block weighing
2.5 kg, yet just 0.6 kg remains
after final machining."
Manufactured from
38NiCrMo4 low-alloy steel, the
part is finished with dimensional
tolerances of 0.02 mm.
Batch sizes are up to 400-off, which means the
three 4-axis EC-300s work continuously over three shifts
to keep up with demand. Other common materials
processed include C40 carbon steel, Ergal aluminium alloy,
and AVP plastic resin. The latter is used to create
prototypes.
"As well as reducing cycle times by 25 percent,
we've also extended the life of our cutting tools by
20 to 25 percent, thanks to the rigidity of the
Haas EC-300s," Mr. Chiappa explains. "Just with these
factors in mind, I'm confident that we will see a return

on our investment in three years."
Today, Armi Chiappa thrives on its reputation for
precision craftsmanship and historical accuracy. Sales in
the U.S. in particular have grown unabated, and the
company recently opened a North America manufacturing
operation in Dayton, Ohio.
"There is little doubt that discerning collectors want
replica guns to look and feel like the real thing," says
Mr. Chiappa. "Even though our prices start as low as
$500, each component needs to be a 'carbon copy' of
the original. We make walnut handles and stocks,
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and decorations are
hand- or laser engraved,
not machined.
The exterior-facing
steel parts are even
heat treated to mimic
original styles.
The oldest gun we replicate
is from circa 1750:
a Kentucky muzzle-loaded
Marshall.
"There are many factors
that differentiate us from
our competitors,"
Chiappa concludes,
"but our lead-time and
our constant innovation
of new and improved
models are particularly
important. Plus, our
price-to-quality ratio is unbeatable, which is a lot like the
Haas machines, really!"
What's new at EMO 2011 from Haas
Nearly 2000 companies from 38 countries will be on
hand to showcase their latest products to an international
audience at EMO this year. Here's a list of what's new from
Haas Automation:
• ST-10- a compact turning center loaded
with full-size features.
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•
•
•
•
•

ST-20SSY - a turning center with Y Axis and
live tooling
DS-30SSY - a dual-spindle turning center with
Y Axis and live tooling
ST-40 - a large-capacity turning center
DT-1 - a drill/tap center
HRT160SS - a super speed rotary table

For further details contact Haas factory Outlet
South Africa on TEL: 011 974 2301

Acquisition results in new entity:
Ludowici Meshcape
Industrial operations in Africa are set to benefit
from Ludowici's acquisition of Meshcape an investment which will see both companies
compliment each other's existing product ranges.

G

lobal mineral processing equipment
manufacturer Ludowici Limited
(Ludowici) has officially announced
its acquisition of leading South African
screening media manufacturer
Meshcape, as part of the company's
overall commitment to better serve the
African market.
The Australian-based multinational
corporation, which specialises in the
manufacture and design of heavy duty
processing machinery for mining and
industrial applications, announced the
100% acquisition of Meshcape in
August 2011.
Meshcape managing director
David Sibley - who will become managing
director of Ludowici Meshcape - believes
that by joining forces, the two businesses
have created an ideal platform to enter
new markets, while offering a value-added
service to customers. "Meshcape's
range of screening media
perfectly complements Ludowici's
internationally-recognised line of mineral
processing equipment. The acquisition will
enable both companies to expand on their
overall product offering, while improving
responsiveness to customers' needs, and
expanding into new markets across
Africa."
Ludowici Africa's general manager
Fanie Swart points out that Ludowici
Africa was established in 2006 as part of
the company's strategic global expansion
plans. "Africa is a rapidly-expanding

Wedge wire components - designed
and engineered to customer requirements
by Meshcape

market, and Ludowici has identified vast
potential for growth on the continent," he
explains. "By going into business with an
established business such as Meshcape,
Ludowici can ensure that its expansion
plans will be rapidly accelerated."
All Ludowici South Africa employees
currently based in Kempton Park, will be
redeployed to the Meshcape's 32 000 m2
manufacturing facility in Edenvale by the
end of September 2011.
Ludowici manufactures four main
product ranges, namely; vibrating
equipment such as screening machinery
used to sort mined materials; mineral
processing equipment such as
centrifuges, reflux classifiers and
cyclones; engineering consumable
products such as ceramic wear materials;
and pneumatic and hydraulic seals, which
are manufactured from rubber and
polyurethane materials.
From humble beginnings in
1905, Meshcape is today a
leading manufacturer of screening
media products including woven
wire mesh, woven screens, wire
conveyor belts, perforated material
and polyurethane screens.
The company has branches
established in major
South African cities, including
Johannesburg, Durban, Cape
Town, Port Elizabeth and
Kimberley.
For more information contact
David Sibley, MD Ludowici
A RC2020 laminar high shear rate enhanced reflux
classifier base manufactured in the Ludowici factory
Meshcape on TEL: 011 609 1120
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Nampak Bevcan opens
$160 million beverage can factory
in Angola
Nampak Bevcan's US $160 million beverage can factory in the
Viana Industrial Zone in Angola's capital, Luanda, is complete,
with the official opening having taken place on the 29th of June 2011.

T

his is Bevcan's first operation in Angola
(known as Angolata) and the Nampak
Group's single largest green field
investment outside of South Africa. Angola is
an increasingly important market for Bevcan
and the first beverage can production line will
have a capacity of 750 million 330ml cans
per year. In the future, this can be doubled by
the installation of a second production line.
Erik Smuts, Bevcan's Managing Director,
explained that there are significant benefits
to producing cans in Angola, including job
creation, skills upliftment and state of the art
production processes. Local production will
also reduce the number of cans that need to
be imported for a growing beverage can
market.
"We are creating 120 direct jobs for
locals and are more effectively servicing our
customers - namely Cuca BGI (part of the
Castel group) and Coca-Cola Bottling Luanda
A general view of the conversion presses at Bevcan's Springs plant
(managed by Castel). Angolata should be
the fastest growing economies in the world, and according to
competitive in terms of price versus the full cost of importation,
Bevcan, the Angolan market currently consumes around
but the main benefits are in bringing down our customers' lead
1 billion cans per year. "We want to use the Angolata factory to
times from 3-6 months to 1-2 weeks, ending their headaches
secure Bevcan's current market of over 600 million cans per
in managing the supply chain, and decreasing their working
year, which we export from South Africa at present, and gain
capital costs in raw material stockholdings, storage and
enough market share to justify installing a second line, which
damage to containers," said Smuts.
we have already laid the foundations for," added Smuts.
Angola is the fastest-growing economy in Africa and one of
Bevcan has also established Reclatas, its Angolan recycling
operation as a legal entity in Angola. Smuts says this was done
even before building the Angolata plant. "Reclatas is a
partnership between Bevcan and its customers, which will
recycle scrap from the can making process, as well as collect
used beverage cans from the consumer market. We are
committed to recycling and I think our Collect-a-Can operations
in South Africa are testament to that," said Smuts.
Smuts went on to say that the beverage can's position in
Angola, and indeed the whole of Africa, is a strong one. "Cans
are the ideal containers as they are robust and easy to
transport once they have been filled, especially when
compared to glass bottles which are heavier and incur more
breakages. Cans are also well suited to selling techniques in
the urban areas where vendors place them in containers of ice,
from where they make the sale. At the moment, can filling
capacity is concentrated in Luanda, but opportunities for
growth in the rest of Angola will open up as the infrastructure
Strip feed from a coil being fed into a the shell press
improves in those areas," concluded Smuts.
at Bevcan's Springs plant
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Close to R600 million paid from auto investment
scheme, another R500 million to follow shortly

G

overnment had, over the last few months, paid
R584-million to the local automotive industry through
the automotive investment scheme (AIS), said
Department of Trade and Industry director investment projects
for The Enterprise
Organisation,
Francois Truter.
"Most of this has been
to the Eastern Cape."
He added that
another R500-million was
likely to follow running up
to the end of February.
The AIS forms part of
government's motor
industry support
programme, the
Automotive Production
Development Programme.
The scheme aims to
grow and develop
South Africa's automotive
sector through investment
in the manufacturing of
new and replacement
vehicle models, as well as
automotive components.
One of the main aims is to
increase plant production
volumes.
The AIS provides firms
with a taxable cash grant
of 20% of the value of
qualifying investments in
productive assets.
To qualify for the 20%
grant, a light motor
vehicle manufacturer has
to introduce a new or
replacement model for
production, and
demonstrate that it will
achieve a minimum
production of
50 000 units a year
within a ramp-up period of
three years.
An additional taxable
cash grant of 5% or 10%
over and above the 20%
taxable cash grant is
available to projects that
demonstrate that the
investment will result in
base-year employment
levels being maintained
throughout the incentive
period and, in the case of
light motor vehicle
manufacturers, that these

levels will be maintained during the model phase-out period.
Ford Motor Company of Southern Africa had, for example,
applied for a 30% grant of its multibillion-rand investment to
manufacture the new Ranger bakkie and Duratorq engine locally.
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A

irbus Military has ordered up to five shipsets of
components for the A400M military transport
and air-to-air refuelling aircraft from South African
State-owned partner company Denel Saab Aerostructures
(DSA) for this year, even though the European planemaker
only needs one shipset in this period, according to an
Engineering News article.
This was in response to DSA's request to
Airbus Military to be allowed to ramp up production
ahead of the current schedule, in order to generate
revenue flow to help the financially strapped South African
company.

because, as currently structured, it is loss-making for the
South African business.
These developments were revealed in a DSA briefing to
the Parliamentary Portfolio Committee on Public
Enterprises at the company's head office in Kempton Park.
The A400M components that DSA is responsible for are
the top shells for the centre fuselage section and the
wing/fuselage fairings.
The top shells can be thought of as being equivalent to
roof panels. The company is producing two top shells for
each aircraft - one in front and one behind the wing box,
which joins the wing to the fuselage.

Airbus will give DSA an opportunity to review the prices it charges
for the A400M components it manufactures,
as a result of the significant redesigns and changes in manufacturing
that have had to be implemented
to help bring down the aircraft's weight
Another eight shipsets will be ordered for delivery next
year.
Furthermore, Airbus will give DSA an opportunity to
review the prices it charges for the A400M components it
manufactures, as a result of the significant redesigns
and changes in manufacturing that have had to be
implemented to help bring down the aircraft's
weight.
DSA will seek to renegotiate its A400M contract
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The wing/fuselage fairings are manufactured mainly
from composite materials but include aluminium parts.
One set of components, for one A400M, is called a
shipset.
These components were designed, developed and
engineered, as well as being manufactured by, DSA.
It is this design and engineering capability that
distinguishes DSA from low-cost component manufacturers
in a number of Asian countries.

Delayed Joule project seeks R9 billion
to produce market-ready vehicle
Optimal Energy is seeking around R9 billion to commercialise
its home-grown Joule electric vehicle (EV). This includes developing the final
product, and securing a local production facility, says CEO Kobus Meiring
in a Engineering News report.

W

"

e are getting there
- slowly, but surely,"
he notes.
Meiring says it was vital for
the Joule project to remain on
government's books, so to
speak, when its industrial
policy action plan was
fine-tuned recently.
"South Africa's electric
vehicle was written into the
document again, which is
good, as we would not be able
to do what we are doing
without government support."
Meiring is optimistic about
securing the R9 billion
required for the Joule to roll
off the production line, for
both the local and export
markets.
More than R3 billion of
this could come from government in some form or the other.
Meiring says an agreement with the East London industrial
development zone (ELIDZ) to give Optimal Energy the land
required for a production plant in return for signing a long-term
lease, will cut the R3 billion government contribution by about
R1 billion.
Optimal Energy could form part of the multi-vehicle
assembly plant proposed for ELIDZ, he adds.
"We are busy with a feasibility study to determine the
viability of doing this."
The Automotive Investment Scheme (AIS) could serve as
another funding mechanism, adds Meiring.
Government's AIS provides vehicle makers with a taxable
cash grant of up to 30% of their investment, should they meet
a number of requirements, including achieving production of
50 000 units a year within a ramp-up period of three years.
"It depends to what degree we localise the vehicle's
content, but we expect we could end up at around 25%, which
is around R1.3 billion," says Meiring.
"Then there is also the possibility of some other budget
items of around R1 billion," he adds, not elaborating.
Another R3 billion of the R9 billion required could flow from
export credit agencies.
"For the remaining R3 billion we are talking to a number of
potential partners. Their investment could be an in-kind
contribution. It could be an equity stake in the business,"
says Meiring. He says this means "not all costs will be carried
by the South African taxpayer".
He does not want to name any of the companies with which
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Optimal Energy is negotiating. "We are talking to a number of
potential partners who can all bring different things to the
table."
As for the Joule itself, Meiring says the aspirant car maker
has produced four working prototypes, which he describes as
"customer-ready in terms of look and feel". These have been
hand-built, and do not resemble the final product, he
points out.
Meiring says Optimal Energy was working towards the first
Joule rolling off the production line in the second half of 2015.
However, failure to secure financing "may push this out".
The production volume currently targeted is 50 000 cars a
year, but this could go to 75 000 units.
The former Rooivalk programme manager is positive the
Joule "remains a good idea". He believes zero-fuel,
zero-emission EVs will form a substantial part of the
automotive industry's not-too-distant future.
However, Meiring notes that government has indeed
become increasingly risk-averse. He says the Joule project is
often compared with government's failed pebble-bed modular
nuclear reactor development programme - a comparison
he regards as "unfair". "They never reached the prototype
stage."
Meiring says the Joule represents South Africa's "most
viable opportunity" to enter the global automotive market with
its own product.
"Sometimes it is frustrating that we can't do this sooner."
When first announced in 2008, Optimal Energy said it
hoped to produce its first Joule in 2010.

BSi Steel establishes
new dedicated roofing division
As part of its continued growth strategy, BSi Steel plans to increase
its market share with the establishment of a dedicated roofing division.

J

SE-listed steel processor
and supplier, BSi Steel is
looking at consolidating on
its current successes through
its newly-established roofing
division, which is based at the
company's R150-million central
steel processing and
distribution centre at Kliprivier,
Midvaal.
Having experienced a
29 per cent increase in
revenue during the past
financial year - resulting in a
yearly turnover of R1,85-billion
for the Group - BSi Steel
roofing division manager, Alan Havenga points out that the
roofing division was established in May 2010 as part of the
company's overall growth strategy.
"Roofing is an important aspect of the steel industry, and
creating this division is a logical step forward for BSi Steel, in
order to support the company's plans for expansion into the
structural steel industry."
Havenga notes that BSi Steel has invested more than
R28-million in the roofing division, after purchasing three new
state-of-the-art rolling mills, which are complimented by a
stockholding of flat and long steel products valued at
R25-million. "Investing in the roofing division will ensure that
BSi Steel can produce the highest-quality products that are all
compliant with ISO 9001:2000 quality control standards from
the outset," he continues.
Since its launch last year, Havenga notes that BSi Steel's
roofing division has grown significantly, a success he attributes
to a combination of high-quality products, and dedicated
customer service.
"Despite entering the market at a difficult time, the
BSi roofing division has obtained a number of high-profile
contracts, thanks to the company's reputation for building
strong relationships with its clients, and the fact that we are
able to produce the highest-quality products in competitive
turnaround times of between three to four days."
Havenga is confident that BSi Steel will continue to
significantly-increase its market share through low cost housing
roofing kits - which are made up of lipped channel, cranked
widespan roof sheets, 4 mm galvanised wire and fasteners.
"We are currently supplying roofing kits to certain
contractors, who have been awarded tenders for more than
13 000 low-cost homes to a construction project in the
Free State, and we believe that there is room for significant
growth in this department."
BSi Steel's roofing division is focused on three roofing
profiles, namely: inverted box rib (IBR), widespan IBR - both of
which are available with or without the strengthening rib - and
corrugated iron.
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"All materials stocked by
BSi Steel's roofing division
come in varying degrees of
quality - ranging from low-cost,
thin gauge material used in
low-budget affordable housing
applications, to expensive
colour-coated material, which is
used for high-end applications,
such as commercial architecture,"
Havenga continues.
"BSi Steel's motto is to be
the best-in-class steel provider
in Sub-Saharan Africa, and our
new range of roofing products
will contribute significantly
towards diversifying the company's product range, and
ultimately achieving that goal."
Havenga admits that the current economic climate has
proven to be a challenge for BSi Steel's roofing division to
compete at entry-level. "Economic conditions brought upon by
the recession have resulted in slashed construction budgets in
the public and private sector, which has had a
significant-impact on our business."
He points out that the biggest challenge for the company is
to effectively-manage large amounts of stock in a volatile
market. "BSi Steel must commit to comprehensive stockholding
in order to remain competitive in the market. However, a
decrease in the price of steel after a substantial purchase can
result in considerable financial strains for the company.
BSi Steel's excellent stock management record has proven to
be essential in ensuring prosperity in a volatile market."
Havenga also highlights the fact that the recent nationwide
steel workers strike had a negative impact on the entire
industry. "The strike cost us approximately 20 per cent in
loss-of-revenue for the month. This had a knock-on effect on
our African operations, as we were not able to transport steel
out of South Africa."
Despite still being in its infant stages, Havenga believes
that BSi Steel's roofing division will become a strong
competitor, and gain significant market share within the next
few years. "The overall success of BSi Steel can be attributed to
the fact that the company has a dynamic leadership structure,
and a unique and synergistic staff culture. This, paired with the
highest-quality range of competitively-priced products, puts the
company in a strong position for considerable growth in the
roofing and structural steel market within Sub-Saharan Africa in
the short-term future."
Havenga concludes by adding that BSi Steel's commitment
to development and growth is clearly-evident, as the company
recently created an additional 4 500 m² of floor space at its
factory, in addition to its R150-million rand investment on
capital expenditure.
For further details contact BSi Steel on TEL: 011 861 7600

Component programme seeks to fill
50 spots in competitiveness programme

T

he Automotive Industry Development Centre (AIDC) is
looking for around 50 local component manufacturers to
take part in a R21-million programme aimed at increasing
the international competitiveness of the local automotive
industry.
The programme is the
brainchild of the United
Nations Industrial
Development Organisation
(Unido) and the
Department of Trade and
Industry (DTI), with the
AIDC acting as the
implementing agency, says
AIDC supplier development
department manager
Nkumbuzi Ben-Mazwi.
Programme focus
areas include improving
quality, cutting costs,
enhancing delivery
systems and reducing
energy costs.
The programme has
already wrapped up its
testing phase, with
16 companies graduating
in April this year.
Ben-Mazwi now urges
companies - first, second
and third tier suppliers
- to take up the
opportunity to participate
in the programme, with
between 60% and 80% of
the costs subsidised.
Companies can enrol
until mid-September, with
Ben-Mazwi at
nben-mazwi@aidc.co.za.
The duration of the
programme is 12 months.
Companies wishing to
take part must at least
source 25% of their
turnover from auto-related
sales, and must be based
in the Eastern Cape,
Western Cape, Gauteng,
Kwazulu-Natal or the
North-West province.
"If industry does not
respond and fill the spots
available for the
programme, the DTI has
indicated that the funding
may be lost," says
Ben-Mazwi. "The same
programme has been run
in the UK and India, to

name but a few places, with great success."
For further details contact Nkumbuzi Ben-Mazwi, National
Programme Manager on TEL: 012 564 5321 or email at
nben-mazwi@aidc.co.za
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AfriMold exhibition conference
draws top international speakers

S

outh Africa's second AfriMold international trade fair
focused on Mouldmaking, Tooling, Design and
Application Development, has gathered major
momentum, not the least measure of which is the
three-day conference running alongside the show at which
at least 42 papers will be delivered by leading
representatives of the industry both locally and abroad.
The exhibition takes place from 27-29 September at the
Sandton Convention Centre. The Toolmaking Association of
South Africa (TASA) will also be prominent at the show as
the conference sponsors and the driving force behind
initiatives to significantly increase the numbers of students
and apprentices to train and become involved in the
industry, a move strongly supported by government
with funding through the Department of Trade
and Industry.
"The response to the Tooling Technologies 2011 and
Beyond conference has been way beyond our initial
expectations," said exhibition managing director
Ron MacLarty. "We have received abstracts that confirm
the conference will deal with important industry issues
while also underlining the progress achieved by the
industry both locally and overseas using the latest in
manufacturing technologies."
Speakers include senior representatives from

• New developments in laser cladding for industrial
manufacturing processes;
• 5 Axis machining in the toolroom environment,
time and cost savings;
• Delcam computer-aided machining - latest
developments: moving mould design from 2D To 3D
• Developing a hybrid tooling approach for
injection moulding;
• Laser applications in tool and mould-making;
• Enhancing the appearance of plastic
parts/prototypes using advanced digital texturing technologies;
• New technology: Laser welding and the application
in the tooling industry.
"The conference presents a new dimension to the
exhibition with a good mix of papers. It will provide a
platform for the expression of new thinking in terms of
theory and design that will lead machinery and production
in new directions through the expansion and extension of
existing theories and the roles played by the machinery on
the shop floor," said MacLarty.
"We have excellent overseas participation and
representation to enrich the experience for the local
industry which will benefit from knowledge exchange and
gain a benchmark for the type of machinery they need as

“We have received abstracts that confirm the conference will deal
with important industry issues while also underlining
the progress achieved by the industry both locally and overseas
using the latest in manufacturing technologies.”
German institutions such as the Fraunhofer Institute for
Laser Technology, Chair of Production Engineering
Laboratory for Machine Tools and Production Engineering
RWTH Aachen University and the RWTH Aachen University
Chair for Laser Technology.
Local institutions participating in the conference
include the Central University of Technology Free State,
the Vaal University of Technology, the Institute for Advanced
tooling within the Department of Industrial Engineering at
Stellenbosch University and the National Laser Centre of
the CSIR.
Among other topics, papers will deal with:
• So you think you're ready to train skills in the
tooling industry? Think again;
• The automated polishing of moulds using
laser radiation;
• Functional grading of multi-layers by laser cladding
for increased wear and corrosion protection;
• South African Tooling Sector - A way to
international competitiveness;
• Knocking on Africa's door - Scouting for laser
applications in South Africa;
• Micro- and nano-structuring of tools with
ultra-short pulsed lasers;
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well as an understanding of where the industry is headed
both locally and internationally."
A design competition hosted by the Plastics Institute of
South Africa has received 55 entries from students at the
Tshwane University of Technology. Pre-judging has
commenced and the finalists will be present with their
designs at AfriMold. At next year's show it will be expanded
to draw entrants from all of South Africa's technology
Universities. The competition called for students to design
water drainage screens to prevent contamination of rivers
and oceans by preventing tiny plastic resin pellets being
washed from the factory floor into storm drains.
MacLarty added that the conference and the design
competition will create a strong platform for the industry to
encourage and attract young people to train and qualify.
"This is a strategic objective that will ultimately bring
significant benefits that will boost numbers of skilled
people participating in the industry whether they be
engineers, tool & die makers or fitter & turners.
South African industry needs them."
This high level technical conference will be held in
Boardroom 6 and 7 at Sandton Convention Centre on
27 - 29 September 2011. Cost: R1 500.00 per person
plus VAT. Register on line at www.afrimold.co.za to
avoid disappointment.

Johannesburg
International Motor Show
Johannesburg Expo Centre, 6 - 16 October 2011

T

technology and design trends in the form of concept vehicles.
Small car fans will also not be left out with BMW not only
bringing the new 1 Series to the Expo Centre, but also a
number of exciting and iconic MINI models. The star of the
MINI stand will be the Paceman Concept, which blends coupe
looks with Sports Activity Vehicle functionality and traditional
MINI go-kart handling and style. It will be joined by the new
MINI Coupe with its unique racing helmet inspired roof that is
sure to win the hearts of many visitors to the show.
The industry is definitely feeling revved up ahead of the
Johannesburg International Motor Show, which usually runs
biennially, but skipped a year last year because of the
FIFA Football World Cup. Almost all the manufacturers
and importers have confirmed their stand space at the
Expo Centre already, so it promises to showcase the very best
of the automotive world as the industry pulls out all the stops
to wow visitors with the latest models and technology
after the doldrums of the recent economic depression.
From budget runabouts to exotic supercars, current and
future works of automotive art will be on display throughout
the many halls on the site. Whether you are looking for
a new vehicle or simply
want to see the stars of
tomorrow, there will be
something for the
whole family.
If you are wowed by
big vehicles then what
better place to be than in
the exhibition halls for the
Johannesburg Truck and Bus show,
which is incorporated in the
motor show. The biggest and
best from the world's truck
and bus manufacturers will be on
display. Stand in awe as you look at
some of the biggest trucks
or relax in the first class comfort
of the latest luxury touring coaches.
The Truck and Bus Show is
definitely going to provide a
glimpse into the future of transport
and logistics in South Africa.
Motoring is not just about the
vehicles themselves though and for
many it is all about the many
different lifestyles that go with it.
Whether you are looking to
"pimp your ride" or you need to
convert your Sports Activity Vehicle
into an Africa conquering off-roader,
there will be a multitude of
A real show-stopper at the Johannesburg International Motor Show will be the
exhibitors on hand to offer
BMW Vision Efficient Dynamics concept vehicle that will co-star with Tom Cruise in the
you the latest products and the best
next Mission Impossible movie. This stunning concept is the latest in BMW's line of
"green" supercars and is due to hit markets around the world in 2013
advice.

he wait is almost over for South Africans to have the
opportunity of visiting a world class motoring and lifestyle
show. The Johannesburg International Motor Show, which
promises to be the best show of its kind ever to have been
staged not only in South Africa but on the African continent,
will be staged at the Expo Centre, Nasrec, from October 8-16.
(October 6-7 are reserved for the media and VIP visitors).
The previous Johannesburg Motor Show was staged in
2008 and the next of these biennial events should have taken
place in 2010 but was postponed to 2011 due to the staging
of the FIFA World Cup. The legacy of the latter tournament is
a significantly improved Expo Centre as it was used as the
World Cup Communications Centre and more than
R40 million was spent on upgrading the facility.
The gate hours for the show will be 09:00 - 18:00.
Admission costs will be R80 for adults and R20 for children
from 6-12 years of age.
The show will feature the full spectrum of motoring and
transport in South Africa, ranging from entry-level runabouts to
the most exotic sports cars and from small pick-up trucks to
large trucks and luxurious touring coaches.
There will be more
than 30 new model
launches and many of the
motor manufacturers will
be showcasing the latest
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Three holes-in-one
for locally-developed artillery
Denel Land Systems has developed an artillery piece that can directly fire
three shells through the same hole - at a distance of one kilometre.

T

he accuracy of this locally developed piece of
artillery is equally impressive. This system fires at a
range of 30km and delivers 50% of its projectiles
within the size of a soccer field.
This remarkable degree of accuracy was achieved
when the latest version of DLS's 105mm Stryker was
recently tested at the Alkantpan testing range in
the Northern Cape. The Stryker LAV III LSPH
(Light Self-propelled Howitzer) differs from previous
versions in that it can now be serviced by a crew rather
than being remotely fired.
Stephan Burger the CEO of Denel Land Systems
(DLS) says the firing tests were witnessed by members of
the SA Defence community. The tests underline the
world-class characteristics of the gun and the quality of
the engineering team responsible for its development,
says Burger.
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The 105-mm
Stryker is a
joint project
between DLS,
General
Dynamic
Systems and
Rheinmetall
Denel
Munitions
- another
subsidiary of
Denel,
South Africa's
largest
manufacturer
of defence
products.
Research
and
Development
work on the
system started
in the 1990's
when a
Denel/Armscor project team was set the task to produce
155mm, 39 calibre Artillery range, accuracy and lethality
from a 105mm system. The end product was an artillery
piece with the weight of a 105mm howitzer, but the range
and terminal performance of a 155mm System -- with
better precision.
The latest version tested at Alkantpan has a crew of
three - a driver, commander/gunner and loader. Because
the system fires off its wheels it can be quickly deployed
in action. The system weighs 18,200 kg with 36 rounds
on board and is air-transportable with a C130 aircraft.
Burger says the range of the artillery is between
6 and 30 kilometres - depending on the configuration of
the projectile and propellant charge.
Its accuracy is exceptional. During the firings
error margins of less than 0,3% of range was consistently
achieved at maximum range. This kind of performance was
made possible through the system engineering approach
that was followed in developing the gun, the charges and
the projectiles as an integrated system.
Burger says the system has generated significant
international interest since it was first unveiled at the
African Aerospace and Defence Exhibition in 2000.
The turreted version of the 105mm System will also be
able to fire off the Patria AMV vehicle, currently the
platform for the South African Badger family of
Infantry Combat Vehicles.

Institute to turn out 500 engineering artisans a year
A new engineering artisan training facility, which is expected to provide
as many as 500 newly trained artisans to South Africa each year,
was launched by the PMI in Jet Park.

A

new engineering artisan training facility, which is
expected to provide as many as 500 newly trained
artisans to South Africa each year, was launched by the
Production Management Institute (PMI) in Jet Park, east of
Johannesburg, recently.
South Africa is desperately short of artisans and is heavily
reliant on a small pool that is nearing retirement.
The PMI is owned by holding company Adcorp, which is
involved in recruitment, public relations and market research.
PMI said South Africa produced only 5 600 artisans a year,
while the state has set a target of training 50 000 new artisans
by 2014.
Speaking at the Jet Park campus, Adcorp CEO Richard Pike
said he hoped the facility would help tackle the problems of
unemployment and the education system's poor delivery, both
of which were highlighted by the National Planning Commission
recently.
He said Business Leadership SA, of which Adcorp is a
member, and the government were set to meet in November to
assess how to tweak the country's education system to create
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more skills.
The Jet Park facility, established at a cost of R2,5 million, is
equipped to train qualified electricians, boilermakers and
welders.
Various companies would pay to have their staff trained at
the facility by trainers with many decades of trade experience,
said PMI's management executive for technical training, Carel
van der Merwe.
PMI already has campuses in other parts of South Africa.
Its Welkom facility trains employees from various mining
houses, including Lonmin and Harmony. This year, PMI expects
to train up to 1 500 certified artisans across all its operations.
Mr van der Merwe said the institute initially struggled to
fund the overall project as getting funding from the government
had been slow. "Funding was very difficult because of a
bureaucratic process, but I believe we will gain more money
soon for the training," he said.
The initial capacity of the Jet Park campus was for
250 certified engineering artisans to graduate yearly, but the
intention was to double this, said PMI MD Tim Smeeton.

A need for speed:
First Cut's Everising equipment helps
Sovereign Steel meet its ‘Fast or Free’promise

F

irst Cut's long-standing customer, Sovereign Steel, is
reaping the benefits of a recent installation of a new
Everising P-series circular saw at the company's
Elandsfontein facility.
For steel merchants Sovereign Steel, the commissioning
of the new P-series machine was based on customer
requirements, particularly in the steel components industry.
Known as the 'Speed Merchants' of the steel industry, the
Sovereign Steel group has one overriding promise to its
customers: to be 'Earth's Fastest Steel Company'.
"Our commitment to speedy service and delivery is what
sets us apart", comments Chief Operating Officer Selvyn
Naidoo. "Such is our guarantee of the fastest possible
turnaround times, that we even have self-imposed penalties
if we drop the ball."
According to the company's current 'Fast or Free
campaign', these self-imposed penalties range from a
25% discount to absolutely free.
Sovereign Steel's commitment to speed not only relates
to operational efficiencies, but, as Naidoo says, begins from

the first phone call and is carried through to the speedy
processing of an order, processing of the material,
and finally to delivery.
"This is why it has become imperative for us to invest in
the most efficient, up-to-date technology" Naidoo says.
Taiwan-based Everising has been manufacturing
bandsaw and circular saw cutting equipment since 1989,
and their CNC-operated P-series equipment represents a
new level in cutting speed and accuracy.
"The Everising P-series offers a quick, clean and precise
cutting capability, which works extremely well with
Sovereign Steel's small-component customers" says Naidoo.
"Our clients, mostly in the steel components industries
- particularly in the mining and motor vehicle sectors
- require utmost accuracy on a production line with multiple
cuts. We process anything from 100 to 10 000 pieces
per order."
The latest Everising P series machine is just one of
a number of installations completed at Sovereign Steel
recently.
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Slim, dual-arm robot
with “Human-Like”
flexibility centre of attention
The first 15-axis SDA10 robot to reach South Africa
is being considered for medical applications.

M

otoman's newest dual-arm robot, the SDA10D,
isn't as burly as one might think. This sleek,
smooth moving robot is designed to occupy only as
much room as a human. Ideal for a high-speed assembly
line and multi-process work, this model is also more
affordable than its predecessors.
However its "Human-Like" skills are being put to the
test more and more these days. The culinary abilities of
SDA10 impressed those at The International
Next-Generation Robot Fair. At this recent Osaka-based
event, the Motoman robot prepared and served a Japanese
favourite, Okonomiyaki.

Each arm can bear a 10kg payload. Created to perform
with precision and speed, the Motoman SDA10 is
capable of human-like flexibility, making it an ideal
assembly solution. While on a recent Japanese
television show, the new Motoman robot demonstrated
its assembly skills by carefully putting together a
camera.

Doctor Motoman
Now Robotic Systems of South Africa has delivered an
SDA10, the first to arrive on South Africa's shores, to a
local university that will begin experimenting with it in the
medical field. The mind boggles to think of the possibilities
this could create. No more grumpy surgeons, dentists,
Motoman chef
doctors or officious nurses?
Okonomiyaki is a pan fried batter cake that can be
How does the Motoman Slim, Dual Arm robot achieve
made from a variety of ingredients - veggies, shrimp,
its slender build? Motoman designed new, compact
kimchi, cheese. It is cooked much like a pancake.
actuators that allow this robot's shoulders to take up
The Motoman SDA10 mixed up the recipe, poured and
2/3 the space. Each joint actuator has a motor, encoder,
flipped the cakes, and served the finished product.
reducer, and brake. Motoman made this package
Speech recognition technology allowed the robot to take
smaller - flattening each joint. The result is a lightweight,
instructions from a human operator.
compact arm with high wrist inertia and moment. The
The articulated Motoman SDA10 is a floor mount
SDA10 can move 2/3rds faster. Each arm can handle a
model that stands 137 cm tall and weighs 220kg.
10kg payload.
The Slim, Dual-Arm 10 robot
is built with a total of 15 axes
- seven in each arm, one at the
base. The arms are situated
closer to the front of the robot
torso to increase the work
envelope. Each arm can reach
1,970mm horizontally and
1,440mm vertically. Its cabling is
routed internally for simplified
programming and greater
safety. The SDA10 is controlled
by Motoman's latest - the
NX100.
Dual-arm robots offer many
advantages. Not least of these is
simplified EOAT. Because of the
dexterity and coordination
achieved with dual-arm technology,
there is less need for custom
fixturing and constant tool
changing.
For further details contact
Robotic Systems SA on
Kevin and Sean Irwin of Robotic Systems SA with the SDA10D dual-arm robot
TEL: 011 608 3182
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Samsung Machine Tools has created a rental unit to help
clients upgrade or improve their manufacturing capabilities

T

he company says their new financing option
"is a tailor-made rental and financing model that
was developed in response to repeated difficulties
experienced by clients trying to upgrade or improve their
machine requirements".
Samsung Machine
Tools finance unit "aims to
accelerate and ease
clients' adoption of the
technologies they need to
improve competitiveness
through logistical
management and finance
support", it says.
It is a joint undertaking
between Samsung
Machine Tools and Sasfin
Bank, and offers financing
and rental option with an
emphasis on new
equipment rental.
Sasfin Bank, is a
JSE listed niche banking
and financial services
group driven by
entrepreneurs. The
company is already
providing finance to local
companies in a number of
industries..
Samsung MD Louis
Struwig says clients are
seeing increasing pressure
on their budgets, and
an increasing need for
flexibility of asset
management.
"Clients understand the
value of technology to their
business, but the
constraints of a slowing
economy and greater
caution mean they are
battling to free up the
resources to keep their
infrastructures current and
competitive," Struwig says.
"For this reason we saw
niche in the market place
to offer clients a rental
agreement on new
equipment rather than a
leasing or financing option.
These options are still
available but with the
rental option it helps free
up cash flow and allows
companies to gain access
to the latest technology on
an ongoing basis, without
having to worry about

managing the assets."
"There are a number of other benefits which potential
clients can take advantage of" concluded Struwig.
For further details please contact Samsung Machine Tools
South Africa on TEL: 011 392 1949
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Aveng Trident Steel
contributes to growing motor
manufacturing industry

A

veng Trident Steel, a subsidiary of leading
infrastructure group Aveng, recently unveiled its new
blanking press line at its Port Elizabeth facility. The
630 ton Servo Press Blanking line, which was
manufactured by Schuler of Gemmingen in Germany, will
allow Aveng Trident Steel to press curved, trapezoidal or
straight-edge blanks cost effectively for the motor
manufacturing industry. The press will supply the local
motor industry, which is currently supplied from press
operations in Gauteng, thereby saving on transport costs
and increasing associated local activities such as imports
of special steels through the Port Elizabeth harbour.
Speaking of the importance of this development to the
local automotive components industry, Aveng Group CEO,
Roger Jardine said: "Today marks an important day to the
Aveng Group as we officially unveil our investment into a
key sector that has been earmarked as a particular
economic growth point for the country. The manufacturing
sector contributed 54.4% of our GDP in 2010, of which the
automotive component was a large part. Through the
Motor Industry Development Plan, the automotive sector
has more than doubled since 1994. This contribution will
go a long way to supporting the government's efforts to
address increased localisation in this sector ahead of the
MIDP expiry in 2012/13."
Being a major supplier of structural and panel blanks to
the automotive industry, the operating group ensures that
it remains in line with technological developments in the
industry. In line with the international trend towards the
use of higher strength steels in thinner gauges, the Schuler
press handles high strength steel from0.7 to 2.00mm thick.
Speaking at an unveiling with members of the industry,
Aveng Trident Steel Managing Director Hercu Aucamp said
"The decision to purchase the particular blanking line that
we chose is to increase flexibility in this growing economic

Coil waiting to be loaded
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The line's edge trimming
straightens the edge
and center curvature of
residual strips

September 2011

An edge trimming device for flexibly
adapting coil widths



Final product

A stacker with special stacking station for scrap blanks

sector thus promoting a more cost effective component.
The line's edge trimming straightens the edge and center
curvature of residual strips but can also recoil strips of
varying quality up to 130mm on each side. This ensures
the reduction of country specific supply bottlenecks due to
certain coil widths."
Aucump adds that "The equipment's high output
performance and short changeover times directly
contribute to lower costs and higher efficiency."
Transporting the machine from Germany to Aveng
Trident Steel's Port Elizabeth premises presented a number

of logistical difficulties. The largest part of the machine is
a single piece weighing around 167.7 tons and measuring
8.9 x 6.25 x 4.1 metres.
The machine began its journey by barge down the
Rhine river to port at Antwerp and then by special vessel
equipped with its own crane to handle the weight through
to the Coega Port in the Eastern Cape, the only port in the
country that can accommodate cargo of this nature. It was
then transported via special rigging equipment and extra
heavy duty low bed trailers and truck tractors over a
prescribed route.
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Thompson Machine Tools
to celebrate 40 year milestone

T

Frank's business.
he Thompson Machine Tool Group,
Isabelle's husband Patrick Zackey (63)
which consists of seven diverse but
came on board when Interprovince
related companies is to mark its
Engineering Supplies was formed.
40 year milestone on the 2nd and 3rd of
Fred's son Ryan was with the company for
November 2011 with what the directors of
six years as well before emigrating to
the company call a celebration of their years
Australia. The eldest son Danny (42) joined
in business.
the family business in 1990 and is now
"Surviving 40 years in the machine tool
Sales Director responsible for new machine
business is a significant achievement and
tool sales and the auctioneering aspect of
we would like to make it a special occasion
the business.
for our clients and friends in the industry"
Although all the businesses contribute
commented Philip Thompson, MD of the
significantly to the bottom line, Craft
company.
Machine Tools has emerged as an
"We have endured the ups and downs of
Patrick Zackey,
important arm of the Group.
the industry in this time but have always
Philip, Fred and Danny Thompson
"We only started selling imported new
maintained a positive attitude and taken
machine tools in the mid nineties" commented Philip. "We
steps to ensure that the business continued to grow" remarked
realised at the time that with the advent of CNC, technology in
Philip.
machine tools was growing rapidly and we needed to be able to
"We have also had enormous support and in November we
offer our clients an alternative to a used conventional machine
plan to show our appreciation. We invite all clients, friends and
tool. Today of course there are many used CNC controlled
potential clients to come and join us on the second and third of
machine tools in the market but at the time when we entered
November for a bite and something to drink. At the same time
the market there were only a few available."
they will be able to see the latest equipment we have to offer
"We have kept Craft Machine Tools relatively small in terms
including a 6 by 3 metre high definition plasma cutter,
of the number of international builders that we represent but
imported from Europe."
we cover a significant portion of the disciplines required for
The privately held company was started by Philip's
metal removal or forming. The principles we represent
brothers Fred and Frank in 1971. Fred is Chairman of the
manufacture machines for turning, milling, drilling, laser,
Group and remains an active partner in the business today.
plasma and oxy-fuel cutting, pressbrake, guillotine, plate rolling
Frank subsequently started his own business in 1985.
and punching operations" explained Philip.
Initially the primary focus of the business was on used
"The Feeler CNCs cover a comprehensive range for all
machine tools but also on locally made Colchester lathes and
precision engineering applications with CNC turning centres
sheetmetal machines. Capstan lathes were part of the mix as well.
and vertical machining centres being the primary offerings."
Thompson Machinery, as the company was originally known
"Haco has an impressive range of sheet metal production
as, subsequently changed its name to Thompson Machine
with CNC pressbrakes, guillotine shears and plate roll
Tools. As time moved on additional companies focusing on the
machines, punching machines, plasma cutters and laser
metalworking industry were started and eventually a holding
cutting machines."
company - Thompson Machine Tool Group - was formed.
"The other companies that Craft represents are more
Today the Group comprises of seven companies and is
focused on the conventional side but with all the modern day
made up of Thompson Machine Tools, which still services the
technical requirements. These include the Dalian horizontal
used machine tool segment, Craft Machine Tools, with its core
lathes and gap- bed lathes up to a five meter turning length,
business in new machine tools, Interprovince Engineering
and Bemato turret mills, bandsaws and surface grinders."
Supplies which caters for the machine tool spares and
Over the years the Group has been very instrumental in
accessories market, auctioneering company Trackman
upholding the standards of the members of the Used Machine
Auctioneers, financing business FKF Finance and Trison
Tool Merchants Association of South Africa (UMTMA), an
Machine Movers.
association that Fred and his brother Frank were founding
Fred (69), an Irishman born in Belfast immigrated to South
members of in 1980. Fred has served as Chairman on a
Africa in 1963, following his brother Frank. Being part of a large
number of occasions and has been a long serving, active
family with a strong association, Fred has always included
committee member. He was at one point an advisor to the DTI
those close to him. As a 16 year old, apprentice brother Philip
on imported used machine tools as well. The Thompson Group
(55) joined the company in 1972, and in 1980 sisters Isabelle
is also a member of the Machine Tool Merchants Association of
and Shirley joined the company on the administration side.
South Africa (MTMA), a body that has companies dealing in
The sisters are no longer part of the business with Isabelle
new machine tools as its' members.
having retired and Shirley emigrated to the US. But still keeping
Brother Philip has followed in Fred's footsteps and was
it in the family, Philip's wife Debbie joined the company as
Chairman of the MTMA from 2008 until 2010.
Administration Manager, taking over from Isabelle.
An important date in the Group's history was in 1988 when
The fourth of the brothers, John was also briefly a
they built their own 3000 m² facility in Hamburg Road, Apex
director of the company before moving to Canada. John
Industrial Site, Benoni, Gauteng.
subsequently returned to South Africa and is now involved with
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"We moved from a factory that was very old and not
conducive to the image we were trying to portray.
The modern facility, which still looks as though we moved in
yesterday, has dedicated areas for the different aspects of our
businesses including a service and refurbishing department. In
addition we installed three 16 ton overhead cranes that gave
us the flexibility to quickly and easily move machines around
which we were not able to do previously" explained Philip.
Chairman Fred lists running and horse racing as
something he does after hours. But like the energy that he has
put into the business over the years he has done the same for
his leisure pursuits. Running is a way of life for Fred and so is
selling machine tools. It is life itself that he is passionate about
and this exudes in all his mannerisms.
A solid, upright and lucid citizen, and Fred may feel
uncomfortable at being labelled a hero, but any man that has
completed the Comrades Marathon (90 kms of sweat and
blood and arguably the greatest ultra marathon in the world)
20 times, and the Two Oceans Marathon 25 times, is someone
that must have guts, determination and a will to succeed in
life. Put into perspective that is close to running to Cape Town
and back from Johannesburg, and that is just in these two
races.
Some perceive Fred's approach as arrogant but in reality it
is all part of his professional, dedicated and determined
approach to his businesses and leisure activities.
Horse racing and more particularly as an owner, has been
a big part of Fred's life since 1975. He and his brother Frank,
through their brother-in-law, Bill Leathem, became interested in
racing, met trainer Roy Howe and started buying horses.
Fred and Frank were loyal patrons of Howe's from the
mid-1970s until his death in 2001. With over 98 winners and
100 places, they have achieved some measure of
achievement. Their first runner, Art Royal, won five times but
the biggest thrill came with a horse called To & Fro, which won
the Gilbeys Stakes and Merchants Handicap, both feature
races in 1978. The gelding eventually registered 10 wins and
eight places from 21 starts. Other good performers included
Captain's Jewel and Dr Lu, who each won six races. Fred and
Frank are still regular weekly race goers - and among the
best-dressed ones.
Philip jokes that he has become a wine connoisseur over
the years, having visited numerous wine farms and
exhibitions both locally and internationally. He is also a keen
golfer "although I am mostly in the rough" said Philip.
Patrick meanwhile has adopted the Thompson family hard
work ethic. He was instrumental in the success of the machine
tool spares and accessories business. "When we started we
were an unknown but I believed in the 'mobile' delivery
philosophy. I would load up my delivery van with numerous
different tools and go and visit engineering companies. They
would purchase their requirements and have instant delivery.
Now my son Tommy and his business partner Gavin Kriek has
started a similar business, obtaining all his supplies from us"
commented Patrick.
Danny has been very successful in his chosen leisure
activity of bodybuilding and has represented his province at SA
Champs on a number of occasions.
Looking forward, the directors of the Group would like to
see South African machine tool users become more
responsible in preventative maintenance with their
equipment. "The same 30 year old machine in the UK is like a
Rolls Royce compared to that of one in South Africa".
From small beginnings, today the company employs
20 staff.
For further details contact the Thompson Machine Tool
Group on TEL: 011 845 2030

Hurco's South African Division
reaches five years
In 1968, Edward Humston and Gerald Roch founded
Hurco in Indianapolis, Indiana. The following year, the company introduced
Autobend®, the first numerically controlled press brake gauging system and an industry leader was born.

A

fter becoming a publicly-held corporation in 1971,
Hurco expanded overseas with the founding of
Hurco Europe Ltd. in the U.K. Moving further into
worldwide industry leadership, "conversational programming"
was introduced to the shop floor in 1976.
Through the 1980s, Hurco continued to grow, utilising new
ideas to address a quickly changing business, from the
development of the interactive, twin-screen, UltiMax CNC
control, to acquiring a patent for its Interactive Machining
System methodology. During this period the company expanded
its market presence in Europe by establishing operations in
Germany and France. In 1989, Hurco successfully completed a
common stock offering.
The 1990s were challenging for Hurco and the global
industry at large. In 1995, Hurco rose to the occasion, showing
the benefits of its three-year restructuring plan by lowering
costs, improving efficiency, and expanding its product line.
South Africa
Hurco continued to grow its market share worldwide

opening up subsidiaries and representations including Canada,
China, England, France, Germany, India, Italy, Poland,
Singapore and Spain. In 2006 Hurco established a presence in
South Africa, at first with local representation. The company
was soon to become a fully fledged subsidiary moving into its
own premises in Benoni, Gauteng, complete with a showroom
and training facilities.
"Hurco has a successful and effective supply chain,
consistently providing the same quality machine and control
systems at all locations that are compatible with localised
market demand. The machine tool market has changed
significantly over the past 15 years. Currently, 80% of
worldwide machine tool consumption is outside of the United
States. Hurco's selling organisations are strategically positioned
to provide full service to customers within their specific
markets. Hurco strategically planned to grow in each of these
emerging markets and this is why Hurco have decided to invest
in South Africa" explained Peter Guy, Sales Director of Hurco
Europe Ltd and responsible for the South African subsidiary.
"Hurco's customers have historically provided components

Hurco South Africa staff Roxanne Chase, Kobus Snyman, Johan Paulsen and Christo Moolman
with Peter Guy (centre) Sales Director of Hurco Europe Ltd and responsible for the South African subsidiary
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and services within the automotive, aerospace,
medical equipment, energy, injection tool and moulding,
transportation and computer equipment industries. Recent
global pressures have dramatically impacted on these
traditional markets. Hurco is responding to their customers'
need to compete in a true global market because their success
depends on their ability to quickly adapt to new environments.
In such a dynamic and shifting industry, diversity and flexibility
are critical elements for our customers to provide value added
machining services to their customers" Peter Guy continued.
Hurco South Africa has grown from small beginnings into an
enterprise that consists of
a fully functioning
showroom that is open
daily for customers to visit
and to experience the
Hurco WinMax® way of
programming and
machining. There is also
a training facility equipped
with the latest Hurco
controls and software for
training new Hurco
customers as well as for
further training to existing
customers and users.

table, stationary head with X, Y and Z movement
(saves on setup time whereby there is no need to setup the
table and set it up accurately, which should be precise since
you are doing precise simultaneous 5-axis work), the SR series
with swivel head, X,Y,Z movement of the table with vertical axis
rotary table mounted (the table has ample space left on the
bed for simultaneous 3-axis machining - total machining in one
program) and the VTXU series with moving column and trunion
table.
For further details contact Hurco South Africa on
TEL: 011 849 5600

Service
Hurco South Africa
has also been proactive
on the service aspect
contracting JDC Machine
Tools as their exclusive
service agents for Hurco
machine tools in South
Africa. Personnel at
JDC Machine Tools have
all completed service and
installation training
programmes at the
Hurco European head
office in High Wycombe,
England. This included
many of the 5-axis
machines that Hurco
now offer.
Hurco equipment
Hurco manufactures
a range of CNC vertical
machining centres and
CNC lathes. The
VMC range starts from the
VM10 entry level machine
and increases in size to
the DCX32 (3.2 metre
gantry machine). The
lathe series starts with
the TM6 and goes up in
size to the TM18L. In
between this is the
TMX range of lathes.
The 5-axis machines
are available in three
different machining
options; the U series
machine with trunion
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Ringrollers
to relocate to Vereeniging
After operating for the past four decades from a two hectare property
in the Selection Park Industrial Sites area of Springs on Johannesburg's
East Rand, Ringrollers will celebrate its 40th anniversary next year
in brand new, state-of-the-art premises in Duncanville, Vereeniging.

T

he new Ringrollers facility is expected to be fully
operational by July 2012.
Established in 1972, Ringrollers is a division of the
DCD-DORBYL Group and is a forging and rolling company
servicing the rolling-stock, mining and industrial markets by
producing railway tyres, tram tyres, seamless rings and
flanges. The manufacture of railway tyres accounts for the
main portion of its business.
Stephan Nel, general manager of Ringrollers, says that
the company been experiencing steady growth and that by
2005 it became evident that it had reached space capacity
on its existing site and that expansion was necessary to meet
increasing demand for its products.
The new site met all criteria for a new Ringrollers
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facility - being large enough at 12 hectare to accommodate
growth into the future, with accessible and affordable
electricity, near a Sasol gas pipeline and was reasonably
priced.
"This investment will secure the future of Ringrollers,"
Nel says. "The potential international market for our products
is huge. At the moment we've got less than 1% of the total
world market. Our growth is being dictated by exporting some
55% of what we produce and demand is growing rapidly.
Locally, there is also increased demand for our products and
the new facility will allow us to accommodate this increasing
demand without constraint."
State-of-the-art technology will be commissioned at the
new site that will see the forging manipulators being
automated. This is expected to double production capacity to
30 000 tons per year, improve quality and increase
throughput.
After the relocation, Ringrollers will pack its own
containers on site, where previously this was conducted at
the Port of Durban. Nel says this will give the company more
control over container content, improving its overall control of
the logistical chain.
The company will also conduct its own destructive testing
on the new site, which will further boost operational control.
At present this requirement is being outsourced. In addition,
Nel says, being freed from space constraints will allow the
company to explore opportunities in new product markets
regarding direct import replacements, adding that
negotiations in this regard are well advanced.
About 40 new staff members at all levels will be recruited
in the Vereeniging area once the new facility comes on
stream.
Ringrollers' existing personnel complement of some
180 individuals has been kept fully informed of developments
since the company began the search for a new site six years
ago. About 85% of employees have responded positively to
the prospect of the company's relocation to Vereeniging and
negotiations have been underway with the relevant labour
unions for some time. An independent specialist Human
Resources consultancy is guiding the process from the point
of view of compliance with the South African Basic Conditions
of Employment Act, 1997.
"This is a relocation exercise and there will be no
retrenchments," stresses Nel. "All positions remain available.
Ringrollers is a three-shift operation and we will arrange
transport between a secure and central point in Springs and
the Duncanville site several times a day to cover both
administrative and shift workers who will continue to live in
the Springs area.

"A small percentage of employees are considering
relocating with their families to Vereeniging and the company
is providing information and guidance in these cases. Where
new technology replaces certain human requirements, the
affected staff will be retrained and redeployed within the
company as an upskilling exercise."
Ringrollers has made an investment of R200-million in
several items of new equipment. These include a new
3 500 ton press which is currently en route to South Africa by
sea from Italy, two new rotary hearth furnaces, three new
forging manipulators, a new expander and two new band
saws. Its new press forging capability will allow the company
to produce accurate forgings for the manufacture of larger
components.
Two presses currently in operation at the Springs
facility - a 2 500 tonner and a 2 000 tonner - have become
outdated and will be scrapped when the company vacates
these premises.
Ringrollers will relocate to Vereeniging in a staged
operation that will see the new equipment being
commissioned first at the new site, followed by the relocation
and commissioning of one ring mill from the Springs facility
and finally, the remainder of the equipment. The staged
operation will ensure a seamless supply of product for
Ringrollers' customer base, both locally and internationally.
The company is currently in negotiations with customers
to manufacture certain products in advance to cover any
increases in demand during the relocation period.
The relocation is taking place with the full support and
backing of Ringrollers' parent company, DCD-DORBYL, as well
as its shareholders, Investec and African Revival Holdings.
About Ringrollers
Ringrollers is internationally accepted as one of the
leading manufacturers of railway forged tyres, exporting
about 55% of its manufactured products to 42 countries.
The company is ISO 9001:2000 accredited and has created
a niche market for itself by adhering to strict quality control
measures and standards.
Ringrollers not only produces high-quality products, but
ensures the ultimate safety of rail users through its
philosophy of only using top-quality materials in the
manufacturing process.
The company provides an exemplary service to the rolling
stock, mining and industrial markets by producing railway
tyres and tram tyres for long-distance national railways,
underground railway tyres for different types of mining
operations and light railway tyres for the metro and tram sector.
The company also supplies specialised flanges and
forgings for petrochemical and other industrial concerns,
including large project-based contracts for fabricators and
project engineers.
The engineering industry in general benefits from a
variety of forged products such as seamless steel rings used
for bearings and gear blanks, off-road vehicle rims, wind
tower flanges and components for general industrial applications.
Ringrollers is the largest manufacturer of rings in the
southern hemisphere and has retained this position by
continuously keeping abreast of new technology and
upgrading equipment to ensure that best practice is achieved
at all times.
The company is OHSAS 18001 accredited and also
carries product accreditation from numerous organisations
including British Rail, Deutsche Bahn, Aramco and the
American Petroleum Institute (API).
For Stephan Nel Ringrollers (A Division of
DCD-DORBYL (Pty) Ltd) on TEL: 011 730 8600

South African toolmakers invited
to participate in
global benchmarking programme

T

he Gauteng Tooling Initiative (GTI) and the Gauteng
Enterprise Propeller (GEP) have signed a funding
agreement of R1.6 million that will enable a number of
Gauteng tooling companies to participate in a benchmarking
and re-engineering programme, aimed at enhancing their
international competitiveness.
Henk Snyman, CEO of GTI, says the benchmarking and
intervention programme is being conducted and supported by
the German Fraunhofer Institute and the University of Aachen.
Participating tooling companies in South Africa will benefit
significantly from inclusion in this international tooling company
benchmarking database.
The Toolmaking Association of SA (TASA) is currently
incubating a cluster of toolmaking companies to service the
tooling requirements of the automotive sector. "The toolmaking
requirement in the automotive sector is estimated to be in the
hundreds of millions of rands per year" Snyman says.
"The companies participating in this program will therefore
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position themselves to participate and become credible and
respected players in this huge toolmaking market as part of the
Automotive Tooling Cluster".
The total company intervention and development exercise is
to be conducted in phases. The programme starts with
benchmarking against similar international companies, a gap
analysis, and developing a strategy and business plan for each
participating entity. This will be followed by an intervention plan
for each company that will include assistance to access the
various support grants, loans and recapitalisation programmes
currently available.
Snyman extended an open invitation to the toolmaking
fraternity to grab this opportunity to participate in the
programme and to share in the huge tool supply market
opening up in South Africa, especially in the automotive sector.
For more information contact Henk Snyman at
henks@gtiweb.co.za, www.tasa-gauteng.blogspot.com or
TEL: 012 663 3756

BAE Systems
launch new Casspir vehicle

B

AE Systems has released details of the latest addition to
its proven mine protected vehicle range, the Casspir Mk6
Armoured Personnel Carrier (APC).
The Casspir Mk6 evolved from the reliable and renowned
Casspir heritage. The latest development also incorporates
experience from the battle proven RG31 (over 2400 in service)
to ensure a superior and affordable APC.
"This new version integrates decades of experience saving
lives, offering a solution with a world class track record", said
Johan Steyn, Managing Director, Land Systems South Africa.
"With proven mobility, crew and ballistic protection, getting the
soldiers safely around any environment was top of mind during
development of this vehicle," added Steyn.
The Casspir Mk6 is an open architecture fit for many
applications including the option for different variants
- 4x4, 6x6, utility, APC and command. This battle-proven
workhorse with its robust design is suitable for the harshest
African conditions. COTS (Commercial-off-the-shelve) building
blocks are used in the design and manufacturing for increased
cost benefit, and contributing to the superior mine protection is
the monocoque V-shaped hull.
The Casspir Mk6 measures approximately 7.59 meters in

length, 2.67 meters in width, with a ground clearance of
380 millimeters. Its gross vehicle mass is 14,320 kg and seats
16 crew members. The straight forward utilisation of a total
commercial drive train ensures affordability of this battle
proven vehicle.
For further details contact Natasha Pheiffer of
BAE Systems on TEL: 079 526 2362
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Ford Motor Company of Southern Africa
rolls out new state-of-the-art facility
that makes it one of the most modern
Ford manufacturing plants in the world
Machining of blocks, crankshafts and engine heads for the
2.2 litre four cylinder and 3.2 litre five cylinder Duratorq TDCi diesel engine
destined for local and export markets has commenced, positioning
the local facility as a key player in Ford's global supply network.

O

ne of South Africa's leading automotive OEMS,
Ford Motor Company of Southern Africa (FMCSA)
has celebrated the first of two significant dates for
the company this year as Duratorq TDCi engine production
started officially at its Struandale Engine Plant, in
Port Elizabeth.
The second date will be in September, when FMCSA will
start large-scale production of the all-new Ranger at its
Silverton Assembly Plant, in Pretoria. The Duratorq engine
will power the next generation global Ford Ranger pick-up
truck, which will be built in the Silverton Assembly Plant
that now has an expanded annual production capacity of
110,000 vehicles, with the Ranger to be exported to
148 countries, including Europe and Africa.
Five years in the planning and part of a Rand 3.4 billion
export investment programme that includes the upgrade
and expansion of production facilities at FMCSA's
Struandale Engine Plant and Silverton Assembly Plant
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in Pretoria, the export investment programme was
officially announced in April 2010, following stiff
competition from other Ford facilities in emerging
countries.
Utilising Ford's global manufacturing processes and
quality standards, the Struandale Engine Plant has
upgraded and expanded its assembly and machining
capabilities and now has an annual production capacity of
220 000 engine component kits which will be exported to
Ford assembly plants in Thailand and Argentina. 75 000
of these will be used for engine assembly, and shipped to
Silverton for installation in the new Ranger.
Winning the contract had upped employee numbers at
the Struandale Engine Plant, with many of the experienced
employees on the RoCam lines moved across to
Duratorq component machining and engine assembly, with
additional people drafted in to fulfil the current RoCam
production requirements.

The One Ford strategy
Ford uses a single-platform
commonality to develop and produce
vehicles that meet the evolving needs
of the global marketplace while gaining
huge efficiencies in its product
development and manufacturing
operations around the world.
The company has built a network of
flexible engine and transmission plants
worldwide that can respond quickly to
changing market needs, while
improving quality and manufacturing
efficiency.
Three main elements are at the
core of Ford's flexible manufacturing
strategy for powertrains:

The project involves machining of blocks,
crankshafts and engine heads for the 2.2 litre
four cylinder and 3.2 litre five cylinder
Duratorq TDCi diesel engine destined for
local and export markets

1) Common engine architectures;
2) Commonised manufacturing
facilities;
3) And modern, flexible,
numerically controlled machine tools
(CNC machines) that can be easily
retooled and reprogrammed to perform
new tasks with minimal disruption to
production.
This global powertrain program is a
key component of Ford's product-led
strategy and the Ford Ranger pick-up
truck is an example of this.
Designed and developed in
Australia, the Ranger is the first pickup
to be built under the One Ford strategy
as part of a global product programme
bringing together the full engineering
expertise of Ford around the world.
A single global platform replaces
two regional Ranger compact pickup
truck platforms currently in production,
helping Ford to leverage its product
development assets more effectively.
Ranger models around the globe will
have very high levels of commonality.
By leveraging global economies of
scale the new platform takes
advantage of global Ford assets.
Three plants to serve global markets
The Rangers for all world markets
are built in integrated assembly plants
selected for their strategic importance in
serving established and growing markets
where compact trucks are popular.
The regional production locations
are located in Asia Pacific (Thailand),
Africa (South Africa) and eventually in 
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South America (Argentina). Volume
production began progressively in
Thailand in 2011 followed now by the
newly revamped manufacturing facility in
South Africa and shortly in Argentina.
"The Ranger manufacturing strategy
was developed from a truly global
perspective," said John Cameron, Plant
and Industrial Engineering Manager at the
Ford Struandale Engine Plant.
"That required strategic decisions in
terms of the optimal plant locations, their
supply base and distribution reach.
Making those choices from a clean-sheet,
the One Ford-inspired approach positions
us well to grow the success of the all-new
Ford Ranger globally
and make the most of
growth market
opportunities."
The strategy
particularly reflects
growth opportunities
spurred by demand in
Asia, Africa, South
America and many
export markets - which
include regional
hotbeds of compact
pickup truck popularity.
The leading role
played by Ford
Australia illustrates
how engineering and
product development
is evolving as part of
the One Ford strategy.
Ford's diverse
A block on the Zeiss Accura CNC
engineering centres
coordinate measuring machine
(CMM) in the temperature controlled
around the world are
room dedicated to the block line
now being utilised to
produce global products.
Planning
In a project this size extensive planning and project
management is required. This holds true for both the Ford
employees and a host of suppliers, whether they are
process, machine, tooling or component suppliers. FMCSA

A fully machined block
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Blocks before they go through the various machining operations
on the block line

led the way with the deployment of eight engineers to
parent facilities in the US for two years for training on
global best practices.
The Struandale Engine plant has undergone a complete
transformation over the last 24 months, which included the
construction of a new assembly hall, expanding the total
floor area for the Duratorq TDCi component machining and
engine assembly to 16 514 m².
The high-tech assembly hall was fitted with the latest,
most advanced equipment, systems and processes, and is
complemented by a specialised clean-room, state-of-the-art
cold and hot-test benches, as well as an all-new
dynamometer specifically developed for the high-torque
Duratorq TDCi diesel engines.
320 components are brought together in the assembly
hall to produce one Duratorq engine.
More than 100 new machines were imported for the
project, the first of which arrived in March last year, all of
which were incorporated in the subsequent validation
builds and pre-production machining testing.
In total, more than 330 containers of equipment,
machinery and supplies have been brought in from around
the world, involving almost 250 000 hours to transport and
install the 22 different types of machines used for the
engine component machining and assembly lines.

A section of the block line with the MAG machining centres
in the background. Local agent WD Hearn
was involved with the project from the beginning
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Left: Other MAG machines include the SPECHT 500 CNC horizontal machining center,
MAG Ex-Cell-O CNC machining centers. WD Hearn has four engineers on site permanently to
service all the MAG machines. Middle: The crankshaft line

Specialist engineers from India, the US and the UK
were on site for much of the installation, and assisted the
local team in preparing the machining lines for volume
production. Additionally, all local employees underwent
extensive production training.
During the past 12 months, an astonishing 2 150 tons
of equipment has been delivered from the US, Canada,
Mexico, United Kingdom, Germany and India.
Key components - The block, crankshaft and cylinder
head machining lines
Investment in developing and re-tooling the plant's
flexible manufacturing systems in the component
(block, cylinder head and crankshaft) areas has been
extensive and impressive.
This facility now has the flexibility and the expertise
to match any OEM plant worldwide and it sets the
bar for the future of advanced manufacturing in
South Africa.
Each of the three components has its own machining
line to suit the individual requirements and there is
no cross pollination between lines. The crankshaft line
has grinding, threading, balancing, microfinishing machine
tools and CNC machining centres within the line,
whereas the block line will only have machining
centres.
The investment is supported by Ford's green
partnership with the US Department of Energy whereby
energy saving and green environment manufacturing are
key components. An example of this is the use of a
boron-free, chlorine-free, phosphorus-free and sulphur-free
vegetable base coolant for machining.

Flexible Manufacturing System
The Struandale Engine Plant is based on a modular
flexible manufacturing system, featuring modern machine
tools that can be easily retooled and reprogrammed to
perform new tasks with minimal disruption to production.
"One of the main benefits of this system is its
flexibility," said Neil Stander, the machining supervisor in
charge of the project who accompanied the eight engineers
to the US. "This system allows us to make changes within
the plant without disrupting production. For example we
are machining both the four and five cylinder engines on
the same lines and no extra machines are required to do
this. This is a complete change from the old way of doing
things."
The transfer lines are suitable for high volume
production. In the case of the block and cylinder head lines
they are fed via a single entry conveyor before being
deposited at a machine that is free. The individual
machining sequences are divided into several stations
arranged in one line (sequential) and connected with an
overhead gantry system, imported from India.
The single stations only perform one machining
operation before moving onto the next station via the
overhead gantry system.
Components are deposited or removed from the
individual stations via a so called "hook" system whereby
grabs are used rather than robotic arms that would have to
have expensive jigs attached. This system also enables the
lines to be configured in a more confined space.
A new SCADA based data acquisition system, with all
machines in the respective lines networked, ensures
quality is built into the engine from the outset.

A panaromic view of some of the machines in the crankshaft line
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Another section of the crankshaft line
with the Grob-Werke CNC horizontal
milling machines on the left



Kennametal/Widia
supply tooling to both
the crankshaft and block lines.
Here we see a turn broach
operation where the
main bearing diameters
are cut and undercut
with this tool

Hommel-Etamic supplied
dimensional checking equipment
for the crankshaft line as well as
surface finishing equipment for
the block, crankshaft and
cylinder head lines.
Hommel-Etamic are represented
locally by Trimos-Sylvac SA

During production, each engine built at the plant will have
a sophisticated engine "birth history" that allows plant
engineers to track every stage of production from anywhere
in the world. The engine history, maintained in a microchip
database, will include hundreds of metrics and allows
engineers to trace the precise path taken by any component so
any quality control issue can be traced back to its source.
To ensure this traceability function components are
laser etched at the beginning of the line before any
machining takes place and cameras are set up strategically
within the line.
Common to all lines is an air controlled measurement,
gauging and quality station, as well as in-line gauging

With the Cinetic/Centri spray equipment,
crankshafts are loaded in the machine and placed in a chuck
that holds the crankshaft end to end.
A rotating steel brush that runs the length of the crankshaft
moves in from one side of the crankshaft
and removes all the burrs from the previous
machining operation while the crankshaft
rotates around its axis

stations and washing and cleaning machines.
Inspection systems to test for forces, leaks and torque
values are included and then married to the individual
component history.
MAG-IAS dominates the machine installation
The various machines installed in the three lines are all
brand new state-of-the-art CNC machines imported from
the US and Germany or have been re-deployed, but never
used, from other Ford facilities around the world.
The majority of the machines installed on the three
different lines have been supplied by machine tool vender
MAG Industrial Automation Systems (MAG-IAS).

IMPCO microfinishing machines have built-in laser heads that are designed to
perform final inspection of precisely machined parts
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A cylinder head at the
beginning of the line



Above: Components are laser etched at the beginning of the line
before any machining takes place and cameras are set up
strategically within the line. This is to ensure traceability.
The Telesis laser machines used on all lines are supplied
by Traceability Solutions
Right: A cylinder head on the Zeiss Accura CNC coordinate
measuring machine (CMM) in the temperature controlled room
dedicated to the cylinder head line

The block line has some 42 MAG-IAS machines; the
cylinder head line has 21 MAG-IAS machines and the
crankshaft line six MAG-IAS machines.
Dominant amongst these machines is MAG's new
generation SPECHT 600 CNC horizontal machining center
which offers linear-motor or ballscrew drives, CAT-40 through

HSK-100 tool
interfaces,
six spindle
options, four
control
options and
three 5-axis
configurations
to suit needs
ranging from
one-off work
in job shops
to agile
machining
lines.
The US
built machine
is engineered
around a
box-in-box,
moving-table
design for
low-inertia
responsiveness
and delivers
accuracies up
to 4 microns with 260-Nm full-torque cuts. Designed to the
highest green standards, the SPECHT has a 1.8-meter-wide
footprint and conserves energy with no warm-up, multi-step
sleep mode, regenerative drives, half the normal coolant
requirements and one-third the air-extraction needs,
according to the company. Its design shows SPECHT's
automotive industry lineage with front or rear spindle
removal and one-cabinet fluid management center for
grease, pneumatics, coolant and hydraulics.
Other MAG machines include the SPECHT 500 CNC
horizontal machining center, MAG Ex-Cell-O CNC machining
centers, and six MAG Boehringer CNC machines that are
located within the crankshaft line.
21 MAG machines have been installed in the cylinder
head line.
There are also six Grob-Werke CNC horizontal milling
machines that have been installed in the crankshaft line.
Other machines include Landis grinding machines,
Schenck balancing machines and IMPCO microfinishing
machines that have built-in laser heads that are designed
to perform final inspection of precisely machined parts, as
well as honing and Ingersoll fillet rolling machines.

Dominant amongst the machines installed are MAG's
new generation SPECHT 600 CNC horizontal machining centers.
MAG is represented by WD Hearn
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Sandvik Coromant,
With the Cinetic/Centri
Mitsubishi, Iscar and sp3
spray equipment, crankshafts
Cutting Tools.
are loaded in the machine
Tool pre-setting machines
and placed in a chuck that
have been installed and
holds the crankshaft end to
these have been supplied by
end. A rotating steel brush
Zoller.
that runs the length of the
crankshaft moves in from one
Quality
side of the crankshaft and
As previously stated there
removes all the burrs from
are quality checks throughout
the previous machining
the manufacturing process
operation while the
with each line having an air
crankshaft rotates around
controlled measurement,
its axis.
gauging and quality station.
Leak testing equipment
Each station is equipped with
has been supplied by JW
The coming together of the cylinder head and the engine block
two Zeiss Accura CNC
Froehlich.
in the assembly room
coordinate measuring
A number of machines
machines (CMMs) as well as Hommel-Etamic measuring
within the three lines operate on the dry machining
systems for audit testing.
principle or MQL as it is known. By implementing machine
Hommel-Etamic supplied dimensional checking
tools incorporating Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL),
equipment for the crankshaft line as well as surface
the plant improves part quality and cuts piece-processing
finishing equipment for the block, crankshaft and cylinder
costs.
head lines. Hommel-Etamic are represented locally by
MQL is a nearly dry machining process that uses a
Trimos-Sylvac SA.
through-tool oil mist tailored to provide just the right
Zoller supplied tool presetting equipment and JW
volume for ideal lubrication at the interface of tool and
Froehlich the leak testing equipment, both companies
work surface. The amount of lubricity is controlled for the
represented locally by the Retecon Group.
particular machining operation and tool, such as tapping or
The Engine Plant achieved the latest ISO 9001:2008
face milling. MQL reduces metalworking fluid flow from
Quality Management Certification in June 2009, followed a
gallons per minute (in traditional wet machining) to
month later by the Maximum Level 8 Quality rating from
millilitres per hour.
Ford's Global Powertrain Organisation (PTO) - and both of
Most of the machines are controlled by Rexroth
these quality ratings have been subsequently reconfirmed.
Indramat CNC controls.
Castings
All the castings are imported with the cylinder heads
coming from Ireland and France, the blocks from Brazil and
Germany and the crankshafts mainly from the UK. The
cylinder heads and blocks have been pre-machined to a
certain extent but the crankshafts arrive in a raw state.
The castings are manufactured in Ford specified cast iron
and aluminium versions respectively.
Tooling
There have been a number of tooling suppliers involved
in the project. Included in these are Guhring, Kennametal,

The ABB robotically operated washing room
for the cylinder heads
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WD Hearn involvement
With MAG Industrial Automation Systems being the
dominant and preferred supplier of machines it was natural
that its local sole agent, WD Hearn would be involved with
the project from the beginning. The company had previous
experience in dealing with Ford both locally and
internationally with the installation and servicing of
Cross-Huller CNC machining centers for the RoCam engine
project. This project will remain in production
manufacturing around 70 000 units a year.
Although not involved in the decision making of what
equipment to use, WD Hearn, along with the local Ford

Other MAG machines include the
SPECHT 500 CNC horizontal machining centers,
MAG Ex-Cell-O CNC machining centers and six MAG Boehringer
CNC machines that are located within the crankshaft line

engineers, are very involved in servicing the MAG machines
that have been installed in the three lines. To do this two
control engineers and two mechanical engineers have been
employed and are permanently on site.
Nearly R 5 million worth of spares are kept by WD
Hearn in their Port Elizabeth branch which has also been
relocated to within five minutes of the Struandale plant.
The Ford Duratorq TDCi engine
The Ford Duratorq engine, commonly referred to as
Duratorq TDCi, is the marketing name of a range of Ford
diesel engines first
introduced in 2000 for
the Ford Mondeo range
of cars.
The first design,
codenamed "Puma"
during its development,
replaced the older
Endura-D unit which had
been around since
1984. Commercial
versions of the Puma
unit replaced Ford's
older "York" type unit
used in the Transit, and
many other
manufacturers' vehicles
- most notably the
London Taxi.
"This new diesel
engine will help drive
our transformation in
South Africa, and it is a
key reason the all-new
Ford Ranger pickup
truck is a class leader in
such a globally
competitive segment,"
said Lewis Booth, Ford
executive vice president
and chief financial
officer.
Booth joined
employees and key
stakeholders at a launch
celebration recently in
South Africa, where he
was group managing
director from 1997 to
2000.
"I am pleased to
announce today that
this All-New Ford Ranger
will be exported from
South Africa to
148 markets around the
world, solidifying South
Africa's role as a key
operation in Ford's
global manufacturing
footprint."
"This programme is
more than just an
engine, it is
confirmation that our
Struandale Engine Plant

is truly world-class in every respect" said Jeff Nemeth, FMCSA
president and CEO. "The remarkable transformation that
has taken place is the result of the extraordinary dedication
and support of our employees, suppliers and partners."
Uniquely, the Struandale Engine Plant is the only Ford
facility that shares both component machining and engine
assembly for the Duratorq TDCi diesel engine programme
supporting the Ford Ranger. The machined components are
used for engine kits which are exported to other Ford
Ranger assembly plants, and the fully assembled engines
will be used in the South African-built Ranger.
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Ramsay Engineering
brings automotive technology to
South Africa for the first time
R30-million in investment capital secured from the
Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) to acquire technologies.

P

ietermaritzburg, KwaZulu Natal-based engineering
firm Ramsay Engineering, a volume manufacturer of
automotive components in metal, plastic and
leatherette, has revealed its latest automotive component
manufacturing project, geared towards localisation.
The project would see the company producing 150 000
cross-car beams a year for BMW and Ford in South Africa,
previously produced in Germany and Thailand.
Ramsay Engineering (Pty) Ltd is a privately owned
company situated roughly 100 kilometres from Durban,
Africa's largest trade port. The organisation was founded in
1953 by W.G. Ramsay and incorporated in 1971 by
Nick Beaumont and Roy Anderson. When Roy passed away
his son Malcolm, who had already been with the company
for a number of years, took over his shareholding. Both
Nick and Malcolm are still involved in the business but
more on a project basis and mentoring their sons, both of
whom joined the company in 2003.
Nick's son Stuart is a mechanical engineer and is now
the technical director and Malcolm's son Angus, who is also
a mechanical engineer and also has CIMA qualification, is
the financial director. Andrew Turner is the Managing
Director.
The company currently employs just more than
500 people and operates from 25 000 m² of factory space
in two Pietermaritzburg plants and 3000 m² in Roslyn
Supplier Park, just north of Pretoria, Gauteng. It
manufactures components from metal, plastic and
leatherette ranging from a few grams up to several kilograms.
The company is involved in the manufacture and supply
of components and equipment to the global automotive

industry as well as construction, agricultural, security and
other industries. The company manufactures a wide variety
of components and assemblies for Toyota, BMW, General
Motors, Mercedes, Volkswagen, Ford, Mitsubishi, Nissan,
Feltex Automotive, Smiths Manufacturing and Visteon
South Africa. Jaguar and Land Rover components are
supplied internationally.
Ramsay's core competence is metal stamping which
contributes 60 percent of the sales revenue. The other
divisions include plastics, automotive trim, component
assemblies, accessories, logistics, quality, tool and die,
product development, total industrial engineering and
training.

The two AccuTex 500-iA wire EDM machines supplied by
EDM Shop in the toolroom

The EDM die sinking Charmilles Roboform 40 supplied
by the Retecon Group
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A view of Ramsay's toolroom with a Surefirst QM series
machining centre supplied by EDM Shop on the right



Ramsays have recently purchased a Hartford PRO 3150
Double column bridge type machine from Redman Engineering

Also new on the floor in the toolroom is a Hartford LG 1000 CNC
vertical machining centre supplied by Redman Engineering

This variety of manufacturing processes allows the
supply of a broad range of automotive components.
Customers benefit from the company's diverse capability as
it allows them to deal with one supplier for a part
comprising different materials and related processes.
Manufacturing divisions are managed by qualified
production specialists and back-up is provided by experts
who facilitate the smooth running of all manufacturing
equipment. Ramsay Engineering is able to supply a
comprehensive package, from the design through to the
delivery of the final product.
The company is committed to the use of cutting edge
technology and has recently installed new levels of
technology in the metal pressing and tool and die
manufacturing facilities in Pietermaritzburg, as well as in
the Roslyn facility which was only opened in October 2010.
Ongoing investment in technology and equipment serves to
improve the output of products and services from Ramsay
Engineering.
All activities are conducted in strict accordance with
the international requirements of ISI 9001:2008,
ISO/TS 16949, ISO 14001:2004 and Ford Q1. The
principles of total quality management are applied
throughout the company with all quality problems being
analysed to determine the root causes and resolved using
PDCA cycles.

With ISO14001 accreditation the company is compliant
and is fully committed to reducing all forms of wastage and
the recycling of materials wherever practical. Reduction in
energy usage and minimisation of the carbon foot print of
the overall manufacturing facility is part of the ongoing
operation of the Environmental Management Policy. Safety
is also a priority across throughout the company and all
requirements of the South African Occupational Health and
Safety Act are
adhered to.
The final goods
facility feeds
customers' assembly
lines 24 hours a day
on a JIT and Kanban
basis thus ensuring
line side continuity at
the various vehicle
assembly plants.

Another example of a progression tool
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Metal stamping
and forming
By coordinated
use of the tool and
die division and
metal stamping
facilities, the time
taken to manufacture
the final product is
accelerated, the
A progression tool
tooling is more
in the
accurate and cost
metal stamping
effective, while at
and forming
the same time
section
delivering superior
quality.
Eccentric and hydraulic pressing
capacities range from 5 to 1600 tons.
Besides conventional presses the
company also uses specialised presses
including high speed, multi-stage transfer
and up-set forging machines.
Tube forming facilities incorporate
both CNC and custom built tube bending
capability for production up to 6 3mm in
stock diameter. Welding facilities include
TIG, MIG and MAG in manual, jig type
and automated robotic machines as


well as a number of resistance welding applications.
The company plates a wide range of components either
by barrel or jig plating at the onsite ELV compliant,
electro-zinc plating and E-coating facilities. Ramsay
Engineering's close ties with sub suppliers allows it to offer
customers additional coating requirements such as
anodizing, epoxy coating and chrome plating.
Tool and Die
The company designs, manufactures and maintains all
of their metal forming and fabrication tools, jigs, injection
moulds and special purpose machinery. This broad
capability guarantees the continuity of supply to customers
and also facilitates continuous improvements while
preserving the value of assets. The second principle design
engineers take customers' drawings and use comprehensive
project management systems to ensure all products are
made within agreed time frames and to specification.
Toolroom
At 1200 m², Ramsay Engineering's toolroom is one of
the largest in KwaZulu Natal. The team of 69 people
includes three highly skilled designers, 13 tool and die
makers, 10 apprentices, 28 specialist machine operators,
seven project and tooling engineers and three CMM operators.
Ramsay Engineering makes use of the latest software
to design the tools and dies. The CAD/CAM packages
include Cimatron and SolidWorks.
The company's specialised equipment covers a wide
range of applications and includes ten CNC milling
machines up to 3060 mm x 1560 mm x 780 mm, three
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One of the two Minster presses
that the company owns

CNC wire eroders up to 560 mm x 360 mm x 300 mm,
two CNC spark eroders up to 450 mm x 370 mm x 350 mm,
five surface grinders up to 1000 mm x 600 mm x 400 mm,
nine universal milling machines up to
1200 mm x 600 mm x 600 mm and six CNC lathes
up to 400 mm x 1300 mm.
Component assemblies
The assembly of composite components is carried
out using JIT and Kanban principles. The assembly lines
produce on a one-piece flow system integrated with
all the necessary in-process quality checks. The current
range includes: door checks, bonnet locks,

machines from 15 to 220 tons capacity in both horizontal
and vertical formats. Conventional moulds, hot runner
moulds, single cavity moulds, insert moulds and moulds
with up to 100 cavities are operated in this facility. Part
weights vary from a fraction of a gram up to half-a-kilogram.
Automotive trim
The trim shop is staffed by a team of skilled machinists
sewing leatherette components.
These items meet the high specification and aesthetic
requirements of the automotive industry. The current range
includes handbrake covers, gearshift covers and toolkit
bags.

Welding facilities include TIG, MIG and MAG in manual, jig type
and automated robotic machines as well as a number of resistance
welding applications. Here we see a Motoman robot in action

spare wheel winches, pedal boxes and vehicle jacks.
Automotive accessories
A range of accessories for both the Original Equipment
and Aftermarket is manufactured utilising the broad range
of facilities and processes that are readily available within
the company. The current range includes knock down LCV
canvas canopies, cattle rails, side steps, tonneau covers,
tool kits and tow bars.
Plastic injection moulding
The injection moulding facility is served by a range of

Total industrial engineering (TIE)
This company instils the culture of continuous
improvement throughout the manufacturing environment.
As a result, innovation and continuous change are a
relentless and an ongoing daily process with the objective
of achieving ever increasing competitiveness.
Product development
Ramsay Engineering undertakes first principle design
work, using a team of skilled engineers enabling the
extensive use of the latest technology to create lateral
solutions to meet customer's ever more demanding
requirements. They undertake Finite Element Analysis and
have their own inhouse climatically controlled testing
facility. Off line commissioning of equipment prior to on
line use ensures a seamless transition between
engineering and production.
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Eccentric and hydraulic pressing capacities range
from 5 to 1600 tons

The DEA CMM machine

Partners
Ramsay Engineering is able to add value for customers
through Technical Aid Agreements and Joint Ventures it has
established with global companies in various parts of the
world. These partnerships ensure mutual interchange of
technical expertise and know how, thus ensuring global
standards and world class lead times coupled with cost
efficiencies. Current partners include Thule based in
Sweden, PWO in Germany, AISIN in Japan, BATZ in Spain
and BEW in Thailand.

automotive component manufacturing project. The project
would see the company producing 150 000 cross-car
beams a year for BMW and Ford in South Africa, which
were previously produced in Germany and Thailand.
Manufactured in a mild steel, the cross-car beams are
used as the skeleton for the dashboard in a vehicle, which
houses the instrumentation and controls for operation of
the vehicle.
Each cross-car beam is made up of 54 single part
pressings, the majority of which are manufactured
in-house by the company at its Pietermaritzburg facility.
The pressings are assembled in the company's new facility
in Roslyn and require 200 JIG welds. Extensive use of
robots are used in the assembly and each cross-car beam
takes approximately five minutes to assemble before being
transferred to the MAP-vision non-contact optical
measuring system made up of 34 cameras. The measuring
system measures 100% of parts produced and 100%
of the specified dimensions. Tolerances are one
millimetre.
The specialist welding technology introduced includes
Fronius and Fanuc robots and is made up of four cells
comprising three robots and two rotating jigs per cell.
Both left hand and right hand cross-car beams are being
manufactured and currently the facility in Roslyn is working
three shifts per day, five days a week.
The company started delivering to the Ford assembly
plant in August this year and February next year is the
target for the BMW cross-car beams which will be used in
the new BMW 1-series.
BMWs cross-car beams weigh approximately
5.5 kilograms and Ford's are in the region of
10 kilograms.
The project would create 65 permanent jobs over the
next two years and would run over a 7- to 12-year period.
The tools for the new cross-car beam project were designed
and made in-house.
Ramsay secured R30-million in investment capital from
the Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) to acquire
technologies, some of which are being used for the first
time in the southern hemisphere, such as a MAP-vision
non-contact optical measuring system.
Ramsay's toolmaking capabilities were one of the
factors enabling the company's strong growth of 20% over
the last seven years and securing such a project.
For further details contact Ramsay Engineering on
TEL: 033 387 1575

Cross-car beam assemblies' project
Ramsay Engineering recently revealed its latest
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Releasing the brake

The entrance to ZF Auto Industrial main machining plant in Spartan, Gauteng

I

f you do an internet search on Auto Industrial your
results are going to be very disappointing because you
will mainly be presented with address details. Yet the
company, which is now known as ZF Auto Industrial is part
of a leading worldwide automotive supplier for driveline
and chassis technology - ZF Lemfoerder - and is today one
of the leading suppliers in the automotive component
manufacturing industry in South Africa.
For those suppliers in the industry Auto Industrial has
always been a company that you would want to have on
your sales brag list, such has been the pulling power and
allure of this very successful company. So it is surprising to

find out very little about this company on the internet.
However, mention the name of the original founder of
the company - Dean Fragale - and everybody in the
engineering industry will know who you are talking about.
Of Italian descent, Fragale, an entrepreneur with
immense knowledge of the auto industry and engineering
field, laid the foundation to a business that is an example
for all South Africans to be proud of, with a strategy of
keeping abreast of technology and with enormous amounts
of energy. Indeed ZF Auto Industrial would not be where it
is today if were not for Fragale's commitment and he
should be honoured for this.

On the turning aspect in plant 1 the company has installed four
Weisser Univertor AM twin spindle CNC vertical turning machines,
supplied by the Retecon Group

Brake discs and brake drums are transferred between
the four Weisser Univertor AM twin spindle CNC vertical
turning machines via conveyors
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Inside one of the Weisser Univertor AM twin spindle
CNC vertical turning machines

Before starting Auto Industrial in 1968 Fragale had run
his own company, Sound Engineering, for ten years before
selling it. As the name of the company suggests auto parts
manufacturing has always been the primary focus of the
company and today it is a leading supplier to most of the
auto OEMs in South Africa. In fact 96 percent of the
company's output is supplied to the local OEMs including
Nissan, BMW, Ford Toyota, Mercedes Benz, GM and VWSA.
The remaining 4 percent of product is exported but still to
automotive manufacturers.
ZF Lemfoerder, the holding company of ZF Auto
Industrial, has been a shareholder since 2000 before
taking 100 percent ownership of the company in 2006.
At the time when ZF Lemfoerder purchased a one third
share in the business it formed a JV partnership with
Italian automotive component manufacturer Brembo and

The Marposs inspection machine supplied
by RGC Engineering
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Auto Industrial, which allowed the local company to acquire
a foothold in the world's auto parts trade.
ZF became the majority shareholder in 2002 when it
purchased Brembo's one third share.
ZF is a leading worldwide automotive supplier for
driveline and chassis technology with 117 production
companies in 26 countries. The ZF Group employs a
workforce of about 65 000 employees, with approximately
30,000 employees working abroad. ZF generated revenue
of 12.9 billion Euros in 2010 and is one of the ten major
automotive suppliers worldwide.
The company was founded in 1915 for the development
and production of transmissions for airships and vehicles.
Today, the group's product range comprises transmissions
and steering systems as well as chassis components and
complete axle systems and modules. As stockholders, the
Zeppelin Foundation - which is administered by the City of
Friedrichshafen - holds 93.8 percent and the Dr. Jürgen
and Irmgard Ulderup Foundation Lemförde holds
6.2 percent of shares.
The ZF Group invests more than five percent of total
revenue in research and development every year.
R & D investment in 2011 will amount to approximately
740 million Euros. With an investment program for 2011
amounting to about 900 million Euros, the ZF Group
is taking long strides.
The core business of the local operation is the
manufacture, machining and assembly of suspension
components such as steering knuckles, brake discs, brake
drums, wheel hubs, flywheel assemblies, spindles, flanges,
and front corner module assemblies. The individual
component numbers manufactured and machined by the
company are in the region of 300.
ZF Auto Industrial Machining (Spartan plant)
The main machining plant of ZF Auto Industrial is
located in Spartan, Gauteng.
The 24 000 m² under roof facility comprises two
factories. The one is mainly involved in roughing and
finishing of round parts such as brake drums and discs and
the equipment is made up mainly of lathes and turning
centres.
The second factory is involved in the machining of
asymmetrical shape components such as knuckles and
differentials. Here milling work is predominant and you will
find machining centres as the predominant machine on the
shopfloor.
With over 300 CNC machines on the shopfloor you are

The company has also installed an automated spray application
line for the brake discs and drums



of work is clear to see.
The quality ratings of the company are
ISO TS 16949, ISO 14001:2004 and ISO
9001:2008, and 430 staff are employed at
this location.
Castings and forgings
However the company has for a long
time had the philosophy to be in control of
its own destiny, and the key components to
feed the numerous machines are castings
and forgings. The company acquired the
first of its two foundries in 1984 and
added the second one to the asset list in
2009.
Since a number of final components
supplied are first forged and then
machined before being assembled, the
company acquired Hubco Forgings in
1990.
Coated and non coated
brake discs

overwhelmed when you visit. The mix is made up of
Pittlers, Chirons, Okumas, Takisawas, Hyundai-Kias,
Mori Seikis, Leadwells, DMG's, Hellers and Quasers to
name a few. Organised by cells catering for the various
machining operations and product lines the flow
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Auto Industrial Foundry (Wadeville)
Auto Industrial Foundry manufactures
grey iron and high carbon castings and is
located in Wadeville, Gauteng. Operating
from a 48 000 m² property with 24 000 m² under roof, the
foundry has recently been through a major refurbishment
and installation of new equipment which trebled production
capacity.
With a melt capacity of 35 000 tons per annum the


One of 12 DMG DMC 75 H duoBLOCK®
4-axis CNC machining centres with pallet
changers supplied by the Retecon Group
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Process development is
done from 3D model and the
company has a fully equipped
tool room for in-house die
manufacturing. Other
operations include billet
cutting, CAD/CAM
methodology, die modelling,
Magnaflex crack detection and
heat treatment.
The workforce at this plant
is 180.
Isando Foundry
Isando Foundry, which was
only acquired in 2009,
produces ductile iron and grey
iron castings. The foundry
operates from a 30 000 m²
property with 20 000 m² under
roof and is located in Isando,
Gauteng.
The melt capacity of the
foundry is 25 000 tons per
annum and it operates one
Disa line with a box size of
Components that have been machined
More components that have been machined
750 x 535 mm. Casting
on the new DMG DMC 75 H duoBLOCK®
at the ZF Auto Industrial main machining plant
weights of the various
4-axis CNC machining centres
in Spartan, Gauteng
components vary between one
and 20 kilograms.
foundry is equipped with a Disa moulding machine
The staff compliment is 100.
with a box size of 600 x 480 mm and a Loramendi
moulding machine with a box size of 750 x 600 mm.
Investment in new machines
The castings emanating from this foundry range
The ZF Auto Industrial Machining plant is currently
between two and 30 kilograms and there are 150
going through a major investment phase. Pride of place in
employees.
plant 2 has been the installation of 12 DMG DMC 75 H
duoBLOCK® 4-axis CNC machining centres with pallet
ZF Hubco Forgings (Wadeville)
changers.
The company's main activity is hot forging of
The new DMC 75 H duoBLOCK ® offers the ideal entry
steel forgings. Operating from a 23 000 m² property
into heavy-duty machining due to the powerful and
with 18 000 m² under roof, it is also situated in
high-torque motor spindles with SK50 tool fittings
Wadeville.
(with optional HSK-A100). The vertical chain magazine
The capacity of the companies forging presses are 500,
with state-of-the-art exchange technology (swivel
750, 1300, 2000, 3000 and 4000 tons and the output is
blade-exchanger) leads to the shortest chip-to-chip times
in the region of two million parts per annum with steering
even for long and heavy workpieces with up to 650 mm
knuckles, wheel hubs, spindles, side gears, pinions and
length and 30 kg weight.
ring gears in the mix of components forged. Some pre
"We purchased the DMGs specifically to machine
machining is done at this plant.
knuckles for the Ford T6 and VW Polo. What they allow

The company has various Okuma lathes and machining centres
supplied by Forest Engineering
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The company also has cells of Quaser CNC machining centres
supplied by F & H Machine Tools



A view of plant 1

us to do now is finish machining the components within
each machine and allow us a more modular build-up and to
be more flexible to volume swings. They also reduce errors,
time and cost by reducing the need for re-clamping"
explained Eike Krafft, ZF Auto Industrial's Projects and
Commercial Director.
"On the turning aspect in plant 1 we have recently
installed four Weisser Univertor AM twin spindle CNC
vertical turning machines. They are available as a
single-spindle or double-spindle machines (we have gone
for the twin spindle) and are laid out for large and medium
batch sizes. With the Univertor it is possible to machine
brake discs with a diameter up to approximately 350 mm,"
explained Krafft.
"The pick-up turning spindle is arranged centrally in the
middle of the X-slide which guarantees an optimum cutting
force distribution. Furthermore, a high permanent accuracy
is achieved by a thermo symmetrical assembly and cooling
of the basic machine. The machines, in right and left
design, enable the possibility for integration of additional
operating processes like grinding, finishing, milling and
drilling with multiple spindle drilling heads."
"We are using them to make discs and drums for the
BMW F30 and Ford T6 projects."
"The aim and logic behind purchasing the four Weissers

There are a number of cells equipped with Heller machining centers
supplied by Retecon Group
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is to have a full turning line to complete
all machining including integrated
drilling. This will improve our cycle
times, process stability, reduce handling
and the process is per international
'best practice standards' allowing us to
achieve very tight tolerance
requirements" continued Krafft.
"The line is currently being
equipped with a robot that will allow
swift transfer between the CEMB
balancing machines and the Marposs
inspection machines, which are
located in the same cell. These
machines compliment the disc and
drum machining lines; here parts are
balanced and
checked 100% for
the key
characteristics.
They ensure
supply quality
and allow for
immediate
reaction and
adjustment, if
necessary, when
sizes go out."
Coating line
The company
has also installed
an automated
spray application
line for the brake
discs and drums.
The twin robot
format allows for
very controlled and
variable application
Edwin Roth Pty Ltd has supplied
thickness,
Hyundai-Kia lathes
improved cycle
time with reduced
handling requirements, improved corrosion resistance and
better process control. This is further enhanced with the
integrated heating system for drying via induction heaters.
For further details contact ZF Auto Industrial on
TEL: 011 922 5600

With over 300 machine tools on the shopfloor of the two plants
there are many different makes. Here you see a Chiron machining
centre supplied by Edwin Roth Pty Ltd

BETTER

PRODUCTION

True Hole Technology how does it really work?
Introduction
One key advantage of True Hole includes the virtual
elimination of hole taper, which was a common complaint
True Hole™ Technology was introduced to the market in
about the quality of holes. The purpose of a hole is typically for
2009 and has already created substantial interest among end
use with a bolt. The presence of taper required either over
users. While many acknowledge the difficulties in using plasma
sizing the hole which led to a loose fitting hole with a pressure
for hole cutting, advancing technology has created a way to
point on the bolt at the narrower end, or performing secondary
significantly improve hole quality which addresses the main
operations such as reaming or drilling in order to improve the
concerns expressed by customers. Today, end users have
overall hole quality. Both of these options resulted in less than
multiple options to produce holes, such as drilling, punching or
satisfactory results in terms of quality, productivity, and
laser cutting; however, the advantages of being able to use
operating costs. Through the elimination of hole taper, the
plasma include both productivity enhancements and lower
secondary steps are no longer necessary, saving time and
operating costs.
money when producing bolt-quality holes.
Two specific concerns with plasma holes relate to taper
A second key advantage is that the
and the ding or divot that is present on
ding or divot has been minimized and
the interior of the hole. Both of these
biased to the outside of the hole. This
issues prevent a bolt from being able to
ding or divot is often formed by the
pass through the hole; therefore,
intersection of the cutting lead-in with the
operators typically would have to perform
outer edge of the hole, and was another
secondary operations in order to improve
common complaint with end users.
the roundness of the hole to the point
Similar to taper, anything that protruded
where a bolt would cleanly fit. After years
into the hole prevented a bolt from easily
of research, Hypertherm® developed True
passing through. Some end users would
Hole Technology in order to address these
have to oversize the hole, while others
concerns. Now that this technology has
would have to use secondary operations
been in the market for over a year, many
to improve the quality of the hole.
people are asking for more information
12 mm hole without True Hole technology
A third and perhaps most important
about it - what it is and how it works -,
cut with HPRXD® Plasma
advantage with True Hole is that it
which is the intent of this article. Having
delivers improved hole quality
a better understanding of this technology
automatically, without any operator
can help anyone who is currently using or
intervention. This means consistently
considering using True Hole Technology.
good hole quality for a variety of
Being informed about any potential
thicknesses from less than1 mm to
limitations of the technology can also
25 mm, with all necessary parameters
help mitigate frustrations from
preset in the software. With the use of an
misunderstandings that may arise during
auto gas console that enables automatic
the sales process. As with any purchase,
gas switching, the operator does not have
knowledge is an important and integral
to manually manipulate any settings, and
step that should be gained early to
gets consistent, high-quality output every
ensure satisfaction with the overall
time.
end result.
Details behind the technology
What is True Hole Technology?
12 mm hole with True Hole technology cut
There
are three patents that have
True Hole Technology is a
with HPRXD® Plasma
been filed with the US patent office,
patent-pending technology that was
which emphasizes the level of
developed by Hypertherm to enable
engineering and technology that has been incorporated into the
customers to easily and consistently produce significantly
development of True Hole technology. The first patent defines
better hole quality than what had previously been possible with
the use of one shield gas for contour cutting, and switching to a
plasma. Hypertherm is a major manufacturer of plasma cutting
second shield gas with a lower nitrogen content for the hole
systems, headquartered in the United States and operating
cutting. It is this process of gas switching and using a gas with
globally through its international offices and network of channel
a lower nitrogen content that virtually eliminates the hole taper
partners. As part of its ongoing commitment to product
so commonly associated with plasma-cut holes.
development, Hypertherm often conducts "voice of the
The second patent covers the hole cutting motion
customer (VOC)" research in order to better understand how to
techniques that include specific cut speed and timing
prioritize the work of engineers to meet the needs of end user
parameters that are important and contribute to reducing
customers. In a VOC conducted several years ago, the number
and biasing the ding to the outside of the hole. While the use
one complaint from end users about plasma cutting was poor
of oxygen as a shield gas actually increased the size of the
hole quality.
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Ding/ divot improvement with
True Hole technology

True Hole Technology
represents a great advance
in the quality of holes that can be
cut with plasma

ding or divot, it is the combined motion techniques that
minimize and move this protrusion to the outside of the hole.
It is the combination of both of these patents working together
that produces bolt-ready holes.
The third patent is a combination of the previous two
patents, applying the True Hole technology techniques for
multiple hole sizes and thicknesses within the nest, from under
1 mm to 25 mm plate. One of the comments from end users
was the inconsistency in hole quality from one operator to
another, from one shift to another, and from one site to
another. Now with True Hole technology, this variability has
been eliminated, producing consistent hole quality for all
specified holes regardless of the operator, the shift or the site!
The True Hole Technology begins by using an oxygen
plasma/air shield gas to pierce directly in the center of the
hole, automatically adjusting for kerf compensation without
shifting the pierce point. The placement of this pierce point has
a dramatic effect on the resultant shape of the hole. Once the
pierce is complete, the automatic gas console automatically
changes the process to an oxygen plasma/oxygen shield gas
which is used to cut the hole.
As shown in Figure 1, a semi-circular lead-in is applied,
which minimizes the
amount of excess material
that contributes to the size
of the ding or divot. The
lead-in speed is also
automatically set, based on
plate thickness, hole size
and amperage, and varies
from the actual part cutting
speed. After the lead-in is
complete, the speed is
automatically increased to
full cut speed in order to
cut the outer circle of the
Figure 1: Motion path of
True Hole technology, complete
hole.
with semi-circular lead-in and
Towards the end of the
optimum lead-out length
cut, True Hole technology
automatically begins to
ramp down the current. Once the outer cut crosses the original
semi-circular lead-in, the current is shut off completely while
maintaining full torch motion. The optimum lead-out length is
also automatically applied, which varies by hole size and plate
thickness. The timing of the arc-shutdown, table motion, and
table deceleration are all critical to the resultant quality of
the hole.
These automatic parameter settings combine to minimize
the ding or divot and to bias it towards the outside of the hole.
As a last step, once the hole has been cut, the automatic gas
console automatically switches back to an oxygen plasma/air
shield gas for further contour cutting.
How to obtain True Hole Technology
True Hole Technology represents a great advance in the
quality of holes that can be cut with plasma. However,
cut quality is still dependent on the cutting system, with torch
motion directly related to the roundness of the holes. It is
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Cutting 25 mm with
Hypertherm's
True Hole technology

important to discuss torch motion
with cutting system manufacturers,
to determine if True Hole Technology will bring the desired
results on their specific system.
Once a cutting system manufacturer has been selected, the
proper components must be specified in order to get True Hole
Technology. A HyPerformance® HPRXD® Auto Gas system is a
pre-requisite, as True Hole Technology was developed for use
only with this plasma system. A True Hole configured controller,
torch height control, and nesting and process optimization
software all need to be added, which the cutting system
manufacturer can help specify. Hypertherm controllers,
torch height controls, and ProNest® 2010 software are all
configured for True Hole Technology. In addition, some cutting
system manufacturers who partner with Hypertherm also have
a license to embed the True Hole Technology motion
techniques into their hardware and software. The best solution
is to work directly with your cutting system manufacturer to
discuss the options.
The best test to determine if True Hole will meet your
cutting needs is to have a sample cut from the potential cutting
system in question. Once the sample is made, take note of the
functionality of the hole. There should be a snug fit at both the
top and bottom of the hole when a bolt or a gauge pin is
inserted into the hole. This demonstrates the removal of taper
and the minimization and bias of the ding or divot to the
outside of the hole.
There are a few things to remember about True Hole
Technology that are important considerations before you buy.
The first is that this technology is only applicable for mild steel
plate, which covers the majority of cutting today. While hole
quality on stainless steel is an opportunity for improvement, the
use of an oxygen gas would not be acceptable. It is the
switching of the shield gas to a lower nitrogen content
gas such as oxygen that contributes to the elimination
of taper that is so prevalent when cutting holes with
plasma.
The second thing to note is that True Hole Technology was
developed for under 1 mm material up through and including
25 mm, with a hole diameter-to-plate thickness ratio of 1:1.
At this time, there are no further plans to expand True Hole
Technology above 25 mm; however, some nesting and
optimization software packages have been able to provide
some incremental improvements to hole quality on thicker
plate. Make sure to work with your cutting system manufacturer
for best results.
As metal fabricators have started using True Hole, they
have expressed their delight with the overall improvements with
hole quality. Several have been able to reduce and even
eliminate all secondary operations, saving both time and
money. Those who were using laser have been able to shift
jobs over to plasma for improved productivity. Others have
been able to bring more jobs in-house, adding more profit to
their bottom line. Overall satisfaction with plasma hole cutting
has been on the rise, due to the technology and engineering
expertise built-in to True Hole Technology.
For more information visit the Hypertherm website
www.truehole.com
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Long-range Airbus A350-1000 will gain range, capacity, and fuel-economy
from higher-thrust variant Trent XWB.

R

olls-Royce plc will be the exclusive supplier of aircraft
engines to Airbus for its new Airbus A350-1000
aircraft, the long-range wide-body commercial aircraft
that Airbus originally scheduled to be introduced in
2013.
In turn, Rolls-Royce extended a 20-year contract to
FLY S.p.A. for production and assembly of Trent XWB fan
case modules. FLY is a partnership between Forgital Group,
a seamless ring producer, and the Trentino Sviluppo
company. Forgital supplies titanium forged rings for the
modules.
The value of the deal was not reported. The A350 series
was designed by Airbus to employ the Trent XWB (extra
wide body) on all three versions, but the plans
were changed after the engine proved
too large to use on the smaller
A350-800 and
-900 models. Published
reports detail that
Rolls-Royce could
invest up to
$500 million to develop
a new, higher-thrust
variant of the engine for
the A350-1000.
Airbus has delayed the
launch of the -1000 model
until 2017 to incorporate
design changes.
Rolls-Royce said the
higher-thrust variant of the
Trent XWB is an engine specifically
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tailored for the A350-1000, and with significant benefits in
design and systems integration that will reduce fuel
consumption, life-cycle costs, and environmental impact. It
noted that the new Trent XWB engine would allow the
A350-1000 to fly 400 nautical miles further with a full load
of 350 passengers, or carry an additional 4.5 metric tons
of payload.
Six of the new Trent XWB engines are being tested now
and flight-testing is scheduled to begin later this year.
According to Rolls-Royce president-Civil Aerospace,
Mark King, "Trent XWB engines currently on test are
proving to be the most advanced civil aero engines in the
world today. The higher-thrust variant incorporates further
innovations from our Advance 3 technology demonstrator
programs. Many of the technological
and performance improvements of
the higher-thrust Trent XWB will also
be used to enhance performance
of other members of the Trent
engine family."
Rolls-Royce calls its Trent
XWB engine "the most advanced
civil turbo fan engine in the
world" and notes it is the
fastest-selling Trent engine it has
ever introduced. It delivers
97,000 lbs maximum thrust thanks to
a new high-temperature turbine technology that
increases the size of the engine core, as well as
advanced fan aerodynamics. The engine builder has
previous orders for the Trent XWB from 36 customers for
a total of 574 aircraft.

Solid bookings buoy Europe's machine tool builders

T

he second quarter of 2011 proved to be an impressive one
for European machine tool builders. The German Machine
Tool Builders' Association (VDW) reports that its members
recorded an 83% increase in orders from April through June,
and a doubling in overall demand for the first half of this year
versus 2010.
The global machine tool industry suffered a significant
decline in demand from late 2008 through 2009 and into the
start of 2010. However, by mid 2010 an increase in orders
began to be recorded, with varying levels of improvement from
month to month up until now.
"The continuingly buoyant level of demand has ensured a
magnificent mid-year result," stated Gerhard Hein, head of
Economics and Statistics for VDW. He said the 2011 growth
improves on the progress made by the industry during 2010.
VDW indicated that its members' domestic orders for new
machine tools increased by 72% in the second quarter, while
export orders rose 88%. Through the first half of 2011, domestic
(German) customers' machine tool orders increased 96% than
in the first half of 2010, and foreign customers' orders
increased 107%. The manufacturers' volume of orders was 8%
above the level recorded during the first six months of 2008, a
record-setting year for the industry.
In Italy, the Italian machine tool builders' association UCIMU

reported its member's second-quarter orders increased 13%
over the like period of 2010, with the value of orders approaching
"pre-crisis levels" according to the association's index thanks to
very strong international demand. While foreign orders
increased 44.5% in the second quarter of this year (versus AprilJune 2010), orders from the Italian domestic market fell 33.8%.
Over the first six months of 2011, Italian machine tool
builders recorded a 16.3% increase in orders, versus
January-June 2010, thanks to a 37.4% increase in foreign
orders, even as their domestic orders fell by 19.5%.
"The quarterly survey, which extends the positive streak
recorded from the start of 2010," observed UCIMU president
Giancarlo Losma, "is certainly comforting. Our factories have
now begun to return to productivity levels close to those
reached previous to the crisis."
VDW said the sustained increase in new orders ensures a
high level of capacity utilization for its members, which as of July
is at 94.7% compared to 76.3% in July 2010. Their order
backlog, at 9.7 months, is at its highest for several years, the
group stated.
However, machine tool industry remains cautious when it
comes to expanding its capacity, for reasons that include
continuing financial uncertainty in Europe and the U.S. "The
shock from 2008/2009 is still deeply ingrained," said Hein.

Gildemeister increases stake in
Mori Seiki to become top shareholder
German machine tool builder Gildemeister AG is now Japan's Mori Seiki's largest
shareholder, following the purchase of more shares to take it to a figure of 5.10%
from an initial 3.74%. Mori Seiki itself holds 20.1% of Gildemeister AG's shares.

T

he two companies announced an initial cross-shareholding
in March 2009, which was actually put at 5% for each
company at that time.
The two companies have collaborated in terms of sales,
financing, machine development and manufacturing, but with
the level of 'togetherness' increasing since then.
Most recently, the pair have announced a 50/50 joint
venture company that will see the pair sell through 17 national
companies, responsible for 37 European markets, under the
DMG/Mori Seiki Europe banner. (DMG is Gildemeister AG's sales
and service organisation.)
The two companies are exhibiting jointly at the forthcoming
EMO exhibition - 19-24 September, Hanover, Germany - where
they will take 7,300 m2 in Hall 2 to display around 100 machine
tools.
GILDEMEISTER and Mori Seiki combine their activities in
Europe
The two companies have also announced that they plan to
combine their sales and services in Europe. The cooperation
partners intend to set up a joint company for all European
markets (excluding Germany). The new holding company shall
manage all the sales and service activities of the European
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DMG / Mori Seiki companies. The German market will continue
to be managed by DMG / Mori Seiki from Stuttgart. At
EMO 2011 in Hanover the two companies will present about
100 high-tech exhibits jointly for the first time over a total of
7 300 m² exhibition space in Hall 2.
The cooperation in Germany and Europe comprises the sale
and all technical services, such as customer service, training
courses as well as technical support. Thus the cooperation also
realises high additional benefits in the future for customers in
Europe. The wide-ranging DMG and Mori Seiki product portfolio
is available to them. 31 technology centres ensure unique local
presence.
Following successful integration in numerous other markets
- such as Asia, the traditional USA market and Japan - the
market in Germany and the remaining European markets will
now be developed jointly. In the future, 17 national companies
- responsible for 37 European markets - will be brought together
in DMG / Mori Seiki Europe. In selected countries
(Poland, Russia, Austria) the merger is still subject to approval
by the authorities. The cooperation in Germany and Europe shall
start at the beginning of September with a total of about
1,350 employees. Of these, 600 employees work in
Germany and 750 in other European countries.

Airbus presents
a panoramic view of 2050
Leading aircraft manufacturer Airbus, in advance of the Paris Airshow
"Le Bourget", invited the passengers of 2050 to discover its
Concept Cabin - a whole new flying experience inspired by nature.

A

infinite view of the world around
irbus had unveiled its vision for
you.
air travel in 2050, based upon
There are no limits to the kinds
some of the new and emerging
of social scenarios in the centre
technologies and processes
zone of the concept cabin - the
currently being researched and
"interactive zone". The virtual pop up
explored by academics and institutes
projections in this area can
around the world, including several
transform you to whichever social
in South Africa, who form part
scene you want to be in, from
of Airbus's global Research
holographic gaming to virtual
& Technology network.
changing rooms for active shoppers.
Personalised zones replace
The Future by Airbus App takes you on a
The "smart tech zone" is tailored
traditional cabin classes to offer
virtual tour of the Concept Cabin - augmented reality
towards the more functional oriented
tailored levels of experience. While
gives information on the sites around you
passenger with a chameleon style
taking a hop between destinations,
offering, to meet individual needs
according to Airbus, passengers in
ranging from a simple to
2050 could join an
a complete luxury
interactive conference;
service, but all allowing
enjoy a game of virtual
you to continue life as if
golf; read the kids back
on the ground. By
home a bedtime story;
offering different levels
and recharge in a
of experience within
'vitalising seat' whilst
each zone, airlines would
watching the planet
be able to achieve price
spread out beneath
differentials and give
their feet.
more people access to
This latest instalment
the benefits of
of The Future by Airbus
The Future by Airbus App takes you
The Future by Airbus App takes you
air travel with minimal
- a vision of aviation in
on a virtual tour of the Concept Cabin
on a virtual tour of the Concept Cabin,
environmental impact.
2050 - follows last
- the Vitalising zone reveals panoramic
as you look through the cabin into the
Showcasing the
views of the world below through the
transparent membrane of the aircraft
year's unveiling of the
transparent membrane of the aircraft
as it flies through the night sky
innovative interior
revolutionary Airbus
design, Charles
Concept Plane, packed
Champion, Airbus Executive Vice President Engineering,
with technologies to reduce fuel burn, emissions, waste and
said: "Our research shows that passengers of 2050 will expect
noise. The Airbus Concept Cabin now gives further insight into
a seamless travel experience while also caring for the
some of the innovations and technologies that will shape future
environment. The Airbus Concept Cabin is designed with that in
passenger experiences on board.
mind, and shows that the journey can be as much a voyage of
The aircraft's bionic structure mimics the efficiency of bird
discovery as the destination. Whichever flight experience is
bone which is optimised to provide strength where needed, and
chosen, the passenger of 2050 will step out of the Airbus
allows for an intelligent cabin wall membrane which controls air
Concept Cabin feeling revitalised and enriched."
temperature and can become transparent to give passengers
More than 90 percent of Airbus' annual research
open panoramic views.
& development investment of over 2 billion Euro has
The Concept Cabin has an integrated 'neural network'
environmental benefits for current and future aircraft. For
creating an intelligent interface between passenger and plane.
example, due to advances in technologies the concept cabin
It can identify and respond to passenger needs and enables
will be 100% recyclable. It will have self-cleaning materials
bespoke features such as morphing seats which change to
made from sustainable plant fibres which reduce waste and
your body shape.
maintenance and will harvest passenger body heat to power
New personalised zones replace the traditional cabin
cabin features.
classes in the Airbus Concept Cabin to offer new tailored levels
Such technologies are already being developed and, while
of experience. The "vitalising zone" is all about wellbeing and
they may not be seen in the exact same manner as in the
relaxation allowing you to proactively recharge your batteries
Airbus Concept Plane and Cabin, some of them could feature in
with vitamin and antioxidant enriched air, mood lighting,
future Airbus aircraft programmes.
aromatherapy and acupressure treatments whilst taking in the
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Ford investing $100 million
in robots for assembly lines

F

ord Motor Co. has earmarked $100 million to install
robotic plant laser inspection technology in its assembly
plants, hoping to achieve a more precise component fit
for its vehicles in order to reduce wind noise; A "more refined
fit and finish" for the vehicle is another objective.
"Wind noise" reportedly is an important quality factor for
car buyers, and according to Ford reducing it is "a major
industry challenge." In addition to the new robotic plant laser
inspection, Ford deploys air leakage testing,
Noise/Vibration/Harshness chambers, and CMM testing to
pinpoint sources of wind noise.
Robotics make it possible to assemble car door panels
more accurately, with laser and camera systems that improve
on the standard guidance systems used in vehicle assembly.
The laser-guided methods Ford is adopting were developed in
collaboration with Gonzalez Production Systems.
This new technology advances the laser-guided,
end-of-line robotic technology that Ford developed in Europe
to measure specific points on each vehicle as it proceeds
through the assembly line, to verify build quality. The robots
are programmed to measure point specifications on the
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vehicle, which improves on the previous method of quality
control - human visual inspection.
Robots are programmed to identify deviations from
correct specification; if any errors are found they instruct the
operator how to correct them.
Also, the laser vision technology on Ford's robots is being
upgraded to help confirm the door quality margins once
installed. The robots are able to stop an assembly line if
cameras detect a door that does not fit the quality
standards.
"Ford's robotic laser technology gives us a degree of
precision like never before," stated chief engineer
Ron Ketelhut, Ford Body Construction Engineering. "The
vision technologies verify the dimensions of interfaces on the
vehicle's body in a highly accurate way, to a tenth of a
millimeter."
Ford inaugurated the system at its Saarlouis, Germany,
assembly plant, and the automaker asserts it "significantly
improves the robustness of the overall manufacturing
process." After noting the quality improvements, it started to
expand installations at its plants around the world.

The Michigan Assembly
Plant (2012 Ford Focus)
and Chicago Assembly
Plant (Ford Focus) are
among the plants already
using the system.
Other techniques Ford
uses to pinpoint the
sources of wind noise
include air leakage
testing, Noise/Vibration/
Harshness chambers, and
CMM testing.
Ford has gone to great
lengths to minimize noise
by pinpointing its source
through a number of
other plant technologies using machines to detect
air leakage from cabin,
NVH (noise, vibration and
harshness) chambers and
Coordinate Measuring
Machines (CMM). The
new strategy uses the
entire range of tools in
addition to the visionguided robot cells and
laser inspection to ensure
leading vehicle quietness.

Ford Motor Company uses robotic plant laser inspection technology assembly on the popular
new 2012 Ford Focus at the Michigan Assembly Plant. Laser vision technology is one part of Ford's
overall drive to achieve industry leadership in customer satisfaction
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U.S. machine tool
orders up 15.3% in June

U

.S. manufacturers' new orders for machine tools and
related equipment and technology rose 15.3% in June,
from $388.27 million to $459.39 million, confirming
the strong demand reported recently by European machine
tool manufacturers and capping a strong first half for the
sector. The results were reported by the AMT - The
Association for Manufacturing Technology and AMTDA, the
American Machine Tool Distributors' Association in their
monthly Manufacturing Technology Orders (USMTO) report.
The USMTO report is jointly based on actual orders of
domestic and imported machine tools and related
equipment, nationwide and on a regional basis.
The June results brought the six-month total for 2011 to
machine tool orders to $2,453.78 million, a 103.9%
improvement over the January-June 2010 period. The June
2011 new orders also represent a 91.7% improvement over
the June 2010 total ($239.68 million.)
"At this pace, the industry would post orders equal to all
of 2010 by the end of August," stated AMT president Douglas
K. Woods. "Still, industry leaders view the rest of 2011 with
cautious optimism given the weakness in parts of the
economy illustrated by the Dow's plunge at the beginning of
August. We expect a bump in orders related to customers
taking advantage of the current Bonus Depreciation rate
before it is reduced in 2012."
The regional results of the USMTO showed comparative
strength in the Central and Western states, though the
Northeast region was the only one to report even a slight
decline from the previous month. New orders for machine

tools, etc., in the Northeast totaled $61.82 million in June,
down 2.9% from the region's May total but an 18.3%
improvement over the results from June 2010. The six-month
total for new orders in the Northeast is $367.33 million, a
72.1% improvement over the region's January-June 2010
total.
In the South, new orders rose 18.5% in June, to
$65.77 million from $55.49 million in May and 94.2% more
than the June 2010 total. With a year-to-date total of
$306.30 million, the region's new orders have risen 64.0%
over the comparable period of 2010.
Results from the Midwest indicate a 5.5% improvement
in June over May, up to $155.39 million from
$147.24 million in the earlier month. The latest figure is also
an improvement of 114.0% over June 2010. The six-month
2011 total for new orders in the Midwest is $855.13 million,
157.1% higher than the January-June 2010 results.
New orders from the Central states totaled
$124.86 million in June, a rise of 30.8% from the
$95.48 million result for May, and up 126.7% from June
2010's results. It brought the region's first-half results to
$677.66 million, a 108.2% over the six-month total for 2010.
The West reported a 40.7% improvement in new orders
for June, up to $51.55 million from $36.64 million in May.
The new total is also a 99.2% improvement over the June
2010 total. For the year to date, the Western region has
booked $247.35 million in new orders for machine tools and
related technology, a 70.5% rise from the region's first-half
results for 2010.

EMO exhibitor and show information
available over iPhone and mobile phones
Visitors to this year's EMO, in Hanover, Germany - 19-24 September will, for the first time, be able to access the full exhibitor, product and program
directory in a format suitable for mobile phones and similar devices.

F

or information on the go, head to www.emo2go.de.Highlights
including bus tracking for easy movement between the
halls, the 'Locate' and 'Near me' functions, and
synchronisation of bookmarked items with the
www.emo-hannover.de website. A function for sharing and
connecting to LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube rounds
off the new tool.
The website www.emo2go.de is available free of charge
at the exhibition centre to all web-enabled devices over
WLAN (connect to the SSID:Wififairgrounds, and deactivate
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automatic registration).
As of mid-August, you'll also be able to download an
iPhone/iPad app - EMO2go (see QR code image), brought to
you by the German Machine Tool Builders' Association
(VDW).
This app contains the entire EMO database for offline use,
so it is recommend that it is downloaded via WLAN before
setting off for the show. If you are already onsite, an
'App station' is available at the Convention Centre where the
app can be downloaded free of charge.

High above London,
you can see for miles and miles

C

lose to the site of the new Olympic
stadium, another much taller
landmark designed for next year's
Summer Games is growing into the sky:
a giant cherry-red steel sculpture by the
Indian-born artist Anish Kapoor,
which will include steel produced in
South Africa.
Once completed, the sculpture is to
reach 115 meters. That would make it
taller than the Statue of Liberty and the
tallest sculpture in Britain. From a
viewing platform, it is to offer
breathtaking views across London and
the Olympic park.
Inspired by gigantic constructions
such as the biblical Tower of Babel,
Mr. Kapoor, who lives in London, and one
of the world's leading structural
designers, Cecil Balmond of Arup, came
up with the idea of a single, rope-like
strand made of 366 different steel elements that loops up
and down. Instead of the classic cone-like form of a tower,
with a wide base and a narrow top, the sculpture would
resemble a mesh cage that bends and twists.
The result, according to Mr. Balmond, is "a form that's
on the edge of stability."
"I wanted a loop structure that would be stable but only
connected to the ground at some points," he said at a
recent media briefing. The centre of gravity of the sculpture
is designed to fall between three points where the steel
ropes touch the ground, making the construct especially
stable.
The sculpture, which is called Orbit, is about two-thirds
complete. Large prefabricated pieces of steel that were
painted red currently reach into the air while four cranes
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move new elements into place.
Construction started last September and even though
visitors are not allowed into the Olympic park before the
official opening of the games on July 27, 2012, progress on
the sculpture can be seen from a public viewing platform
nearby.
Once it is open to the public, visitors will be able to
enter the tower through an atrium on the ground level. Two
elevators will take them to the viewing platform with
360-degree views over the city. Inside, large mirrors will
reflect the sky.
"You're not just looking out," Mr. Balmond said, "what's
out is also coming in."
Visitors will have the option to descend via the
455 steps on the outside of the sculpture or take the
elevator back down. Looking up into the steel mesh from
the ground, visitors would get "a wonderful vortex
feel," said Mr. Balmond, who until recently was
part of the British-based engineering and design
firm Arup.
The Orbit's backers would like it to become a
London landmark similar to Tower Bridge or the
Houses of Parliament. The Olympic Park Legacy
Company, which is in charge of managing the
Olympic site and other spaces after the games,
expects about 1 million people a year to visit the
Orbit, generating revenues of about £10 million
($16 million).
That the Orbit is being built at all is partly due
to a chance meeting of Mayor Boris Johnson of
London with Lakshmi N. Mittal, the founder and
chief executive of the steel giant Arcelor Mittal, at
the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland,
two years ago. Mr. Johnson had the idea of a
structure like Paris's Eiffel Tower that would
symbolize the 2012 Olympic Games. So when
he saw Mr. Mittal at the Forum's cloakroom,
he asked whether he wouldn't want to donate


some steel for such a project. Mr. Mittal agreed.
Mr. Kapoor's design was then picked by a jury in a competition.
Mr. Mittal is donating £19.6 million, or $31.4 million, of
the £22.7 million ($36.3 million) of the sculpture's costs.
The rest is financed by the Greater London Authority.
Besides South African steel, the 1 500 ton structure
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would include steel from Western
and Eastern Europe, Asia, as well
as North and South America.
Addressing media in
Luxembourg, group management
board member Michel Wurth said
the company's participation as the
official steel supplier to the
Olympics formed part of its
aspiration to reposition the material
as a twenty-first-century product.
He noted that ArcelorMittal
had expressly reversed the current
global recycled-to-virgin steel ratio
deployed in the project, with
60% of the material arising from
its less energy- and
resource-intensive scrap-using mills.
The ArcelorMittal Orbit, which
could accommodate 5 000
visitors a day, will open in
May 2012 and during the
2012 Games it will be a ticketed
visitor attraction. In November
2012, it will be closed for adaptation as a more permanent
feature, which will reopen in May 2013.
The structure will include two observation floors, one at
80 m to include exhibitions, the other at 76 m a flexible
space for functions and special events. The observation
floors will contain a café area and there will be a gift shop
on the ground level.

TRUMPF sales jump by 51 percent
The machine tool manufacturer presents preliminary figures for the second
best year in the company's history.

T

he TRUMPF Group can look back on
the biggest sales increase in the
history of the company as it closes
out the fiscal year that ended in June. The
Germany-based machine tool
manufacturer and laser technology
specialist recorded sales of 2.025 billion
Euros in the 2010/11 fiscal year.
Compared to last year's sales of
1.340 billion Euros, this year's sales figure
represents an increase of 51 percent.
"This past fiscal year was the second
most successful year in our company's
history," said company President Nicola
Leibinger-Kammüller in presenting the
preliminary figures. "We succeeded in
closing the gap to the record earnings
posted before the financial crisis." In
fiscal year 2007/08, TRUMPF posted
sales valued at 2.144 billion Euros.
Nicola Leibinger-Kammüller explains:
"In view of the fact that the worldwide
financial crisis brought the German

All central processes of the company are concentrated
at the headquarters of the TRUMPF Group. Over
2000 employees work for TRUMPF in Ditzingen in
production, research and development, sales and
service and in administration. In Ditzingen, TRUMPF
produces combination punch-laser machines, laser
machines for 3D processing and CO2 lasers. Their
Financing and Leasing section is also based in
Ditzingen, just like their Training Center where about
8000 customers a year come for 26,000 days of
training. This is also where the company's
international service technicians receive their training

manufacturing industry to its knees,
these figures are good news."
In fact, for the 2010/11 fiscal year,
TRUMPF's orders received reached an
all-time high in value of 2.22 billion
Euros, thus exceeding the 2.15 billion
Euros posted for the pre-crisis
benchmark year 2007/08.
This positive trend was also
noticeable in terms of profits. "We are
expecting profits to hit triple digits in
the millions," added Nicola LeibingerKammüller. TRUMPF will announce its
final figures at its annual press
conference on October 19, 2011.
In view of the company's positive
developments, the number of employees
rose to 8,550. TRUMPF has about
500 positions worldwide to be filled. It
seeks engineers, technicians and
software developers, among others.
For further details contact the
Retecon Group on TEL: 011 976 8600
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PRODUCT

REVIEW

Renishaw announces more new
products for EMO Hannover 2011

R

enishaw, the global engineering technologies company,
has announced two new products that will be
demonstrated at the EMO Hannover exhibition. These
include touch probes and software systems that will aid
process control on CNC machine tools and a new surface
finish measurement probe for co-ordinate measuring
machines (CMMs).
These new metrology products will be demonstrated
alongside other significant products already announced,
including a radical new alternative to traditional dedicated
gauging, a new range of additive manufacturing technologies
and a 5-axis probe for CMMs.

New version of PC based probing software for machining
centres
Visitors to EMO 2011 will see that Productivity+™ is a
unique software solution for the integration of measurement
and process control functionality into CNC machining
programs. Providing significant advantages over traditional
methods, Productivity+ eliminates the requirement for the
manual addition of probing cycles into G-code, instead using

'point and
click' feature
selection
from
imported
solid models
within an
interface
immediately
familiar to
existing
CAM users.
Already
the most powerful tool available for using on-machine
measurement to control manufacturing processes,
Productivity+ version 1.90, available in autumn 2011, builds
further on existing functionality and flexibility and includes
more features for Constructed Statements, enhanced
multi-axis capability, improved reporting capability, and more
Custom Macro functionality.
New sensor allows fully automated surface finish
measurement on CMMs
Renishaw has added a new probe option for its
revolutionary REVO® five-axis measurement system, which for
the first time, allows surface finish inspection to be fully
integrated within CMM measurement routines. With a
measurement capability of 6.3 to 0.05 Ra, the SFP1 surface
finish probe provides a unique 'single platform' that will
eliminate the need for hand-held sensors, or the necessity to
move parts to costly dedicated surface finish measuring
machines, reducing labour costs and inspection lead times.
Visitors to EMO Hannover will see that CMM users will now be
able to automatically switch between part scanning and
surface finish measurement, with analysis all contained in a
single measurement report.

For full details of Renishaw's range of metrology products
visit www.renishaw.com or contact Toolquip & Allied on
TEL: 011 370 2727
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Kyocera's MSRS
heavy roughing
square insert face mill

K

yocera's MSRS heavy
roughing square
insert face mill
allows for large depths of
cut and high feed rates for
efficient machining. Square
inserts with four edges have
notches which reduce cutting
force and chattering. The cutter
design allows for suppressed chatter.
Roughing is processed in one cut with
a maximum depth cut of 12 mm.
The MSRS has a large depth of cut and
high feed rate which achieves high
efficiency machining. Recommended
depth of cut is 5 to 10 mm.
Features include large wiper edges

that achieve high feed rate
and the inserts are
strengthened with a 6.35 mm
width. The economical square
inserts with four edges makes
it possible to machine thin plate
workpieces and low rigidity
material.
The MSRS cutter with a 75 degree
cutting edge angle generates small radial
force even on large depth of cut, as well
as less impact on approaching and, due
to its well-balanced design, enables
smooth machining.
For further details contact the sales
department of Skok Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 3923710

TaeguTec has launched its
brand new line of indexable
slotting cutters

T

he Topslot Mini and Topslot indexable
slotting cutters cover slotting widths
from 3mm up to 26 mm wide. These
product lines are available with either a
fixed pocket or cartridge type cutter
enabling the end user to adjust machining
width. A robust, double sided insert design
offers a further advantage of
economy with true four corner
cutting edges.
Both types offer options,
including disc or flange type
cutters, ensuring end users
the benefit of economical
advantages of full slotting line
cutters accommodating
various machining conditions
and offer four cutting helical edge
inserts (ZNHT/ZNHU) for high
performance and maximum economy in
the slotting operation.

• Double sided durable insert with
high positive rake angle for smooth cutting
action
• Economical 4-corner cutting edges
(2 right/2 left corner)

Slot mill line with ZNHU insert features:
• Standard slot width 10-26mm
(Fixed and adjustable type)

For more information
contact TaeguTec South Africa on
TEL: 011 362 1500

Slot mill line with ZNHT insert features:
• Standard slot width
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 mm
(3-10 mm)
• Smooth and light
cutting from positive chip
former
• Robust insert design
with 4-corner cutting edges
(2 right/2 left corner)
• Precision ground inserts
for high accuracy
• Strong cutter body is
achieved from unique bridge shape of
insert pocket
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A broader HURCO
range for EMO 2011
Hurco will be occupying 330 m² at Booth D 74, Hall12,
at this year's EMO exhibition.
On show for the first time in Europe will be the BX30U, TM18L and TMX8MY.

A

total of eight machines will be on display and cutting
metal. The show machines are all examples of Hurco's
ever-broadening range. Having started with 3 axis vertical
machining centres, the display will now show three different
configurations of 5 axis machines, plus much larger and
multi-axis lathes.
The BX30U is a new, high-speed, bridge-design, 5 axis
machine with 18,000 rpm spindle and 40m/min rapids.
The TM18L is Hurco's biggest lathe yet
with 18 inch chuck, 40Kw spindle
motor and a maximum of 635 mm
cutting diameter. The show machine is
the long-bed version with a cutting
capability in excess of two metres
between centres.

The
TMX8MY
is part of
the new
TMX range,
which
represents

Hurco's higher-powered, more production orientated,
second tier of turning centres. Designed and built to offer
more performance and more axes of control than the popular
Hurco TM range.
Anyone who is used to operating the conversational rotary
functions within the standard WinMax software will quickly be
able to appreciate these benefits adapted to the milling
capability of a turning centre.
The TMX8MY is one of four models
incorporating a servo-driven
Duplomatic turret, with
12 driven, radial tools.
The addition of the Y axis
allows more complex
parts to be machined in
a single set-up.
Although the
EMO Hannover exhibition
attracts visitors from all
over the world, it still attracts huge numbers from the domestic
German market, currently Hurco's biggest Export market.
Other machines on show include the VTXU (5 axis),
theVMX42 SR (5 axis), the VMX30t and the TMM10 driven tool
lathe.
For further details please call on TEL: 011 849 5600 or
visit www.hurco.com

Inserts for CoroMill 328 grooving
and threading cutter expand profile possibilities

I

nserts now available for Sandvik Coromant's CoroMill 328
cutter offer external and internal slotting, grooving and
circlip grooving (with chamfer) as well as full profile
internal threading. PVD-coated (TiAlN) micro-grained carbide
grade, GC1025, is recommended for all ISO material groups
thanks to its good resistance to thermal shock and notch
wear. Furthermore, CoroMill 328 accepts 2-8 inserts with
each pocket-mounted, secure insert featuring three
indexable cutting edges. For ease of use, the four toolholders
available accept the single insert size. Weldon shank (B),
arbor (Q) and bore with keyway (S) mounting configurations
are achievable.
Suitable for both external and internal machining (in
holes greater than 39 mm diameter), it is possible to
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perform shallow slotting, grooving and circlip grooving
(1.1 to 5.15 mm widths) with chamfering in a single
operation. The large range of inserts also allows the same
operations to be performed externally with the addition of
thread milling in pitches ranging from 1.5 to 6.0 mm.
Thread milling as an alternative for tapped holes
consumes less power and offers good chip control.
Threading milling is recommended when difficult materials
cause chip evacuation problems, when machining non-rotating
components, when machining up against a shoulder, when
machining thin-walled components, and when greater
flexibility regarding diameter and pitch range is required
For further details contact Sandvik Coromant on
TEL: 0860 101 008

Studer ecoGrinder - The CNC
universal cylindrical grinding machine
for small budgets and high standards

T

his CNC universal cylindrical grinding machine is designed
for grinding medium-sized workpieces in individual and
serial production. With the various options, such as
in-process gauging, balancing system, contact detection and
length positioning, the machine can be adapted for other
grinding applications at a later date.
The machine bed, made of solid Granitan® S103, forms the
basis of the cylindrical grinding machine, which is
equipped with high-quality
components and can therefore
guarantee exacting precision,
performance and
reliability for
years. The open
enclosure
ensures an
optimal view of
the grinding
process and easy
accessibility.

The practical Studer grinding software with its proven
pictogramming means that even less experienced users can
quickly and practically program grinding and dressing cycles.
The additional, optional StuderGRIND software is also available,
with which special applications such as profiling grinding wheels
for complex workpiece shapes can be programmed efficiently.
Dimensions
• Distance between centers 650 mm
• Height of centers 175 mm
• Max. workpiece weight 80 kg
Hardware
• Turret wheelhead with grinding wheel on the right and
internal grinding unit (optional) with manual swivel 2.5° Hirth
• External and internal grinding possible in one setup
• Granitan® mineral-casting S103 machine base
For further details contact the Retecon Group on
TEL: 011 976 8600
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Double productivity and 40% less energy Chiron DZ 08 FA machining centre

C

HIRON, a leading manufacturer of vertical machining
centers is displaying the compact DZ 08 FA at
EMO 2011, which makes double productivity possible
with two spindles in the smallest space while reducing
energy consumption
by more than 40%.
The new
machining center is

also economical in its use of space, since the compact
design ensures increased productivity per unit of space.
The DZ 08 FA offers excellent surface quality thanks to
five simultaneously controlled axes featuring direct-drive
technology. The fast 2-axis tilt rotary table and short
chip-to-chip times starting from 1.9 seconds make
economical machining possible for complex work-pieces in
a single set-up. Economy can also be improved with the
completely integrated FlexcellUNO
and FlexcellDUO robot cells.
At the EMO, CHIRON will show
the version of the DZ 08 FA with a
40,000 rpm main spindle and
2 x 16 HSK 40 tools. For even
shorter work-piece changing times
of only two seconds, the
machining center is also
available with a fast work-piece
changing table.
For further details contact
Edwin Roth (Pty) Ltd on
TEL: 011 970 1930

Samsung's Y-Axis
turning center

T

he
Samsung
PL 2000
SY CNC turning
center's Y axis
adds integrated
machining,
providing
machining
capability on the
workpiece that is
not parallel or perpendicular to the spindle center line.
The lathe uses a rigid, single tube-type bed design
(30-degree slant) to ensure minimum bending and torsion
even during heavy cutting and high speed turning operations,
according to the company.
Speedy turret indexing and high speed axis traverse rates
are said to reduce machine idle time and increase machine
productivity. The subspindle with full C-axis capability allows
milling, drilling and tapping on the back side of parts.
A 7.5kW Fanuc built-in motor provides fast acceleration with
high torque.
The 12-station turret features a large diameter, three-piece
Curvic coupling and 5 580 kg of hydraulic clamp force.
For further details contact Samsung Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 392 1949
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Tongtai Seiki (Topper)
model HS-22 (M) CNC lathe
with robotic loader

T

he latest Tongtai Seiki (Topper) model HS-22 (M) with
a Fanuc Oi-TD control, comes standard with a robot
loader. Coupled with an optional bar feed, part catcher
and part conveyor the machine is the perfect design and
high precision machine for small part production.
The robotic system only needs five seconds for loading
and unloading. This is time saving on labour costs and
enhances investment returns. The auto turn over
mechanism quickly finishes both OP1 & OP2 in just one
process. A machine
fitted with a
power turret
(driven tooling)
allows for the
production of
more
complicated
work pieces
whilst
reducing
human error,
thereby
improving
quality and
precision.
HS-22 (M) plus robotic loading unit achieves
the goal of automatic production
With a

bar capacity of up to 51mm, a turning diameter of 220 mm
and a 200 mm turning length this places the HS-22 (M)
well and truly in the small part production workshop.
Machine tool users need to explore the use of such
systems to better increase and maintain their customer's
production demands and, in order to meet the needs of the
customer, they need to have available resources and
techniques that enable them to accommodate such
requests.
Tongtai Seiki (Topper) offer a large variety of machines
which are easily adaptable within the production
environment of the customer. These include vertical and
horizontal machining centers, vertical and horizontal
CNC lathes, inverted vertical lathes, special purpose
machines and automated production lines. Standard
CNC machines including machining centers and lathes can
easily evolve into production cells.
Tongtai Seiki (Topper) has a design department of more
than 140 R & D engineers and has been developing and
manufacturing machine tools for 40 years. Based on this
continued technology development, a number of new
machines were recently announced and these will be
shown and demonstrated at EMO, Hannover, Germany in
September 2011.
To find out more about this and other new products call
PBS Machine Tools TEL: 011 914 3360.

CGTech introduces
Vericut communication tool

C

GTech has introduced the Vericut Reviewer, a tool
that can be used for communicating and
collaborating with other people outside of the
NC programming department.
With the new Vericut Reviewer, shop-floor personnel
and other production engineers can view 3D animations of
the CNC machining process.
John Reed, managing director of CGTech, said:
"Since Windows PCs are now used extensively throughout
manufacturing facilities, we saw an opportunity for others
in the CNC manufacturing process to benefit from the
Vericut simulation session."
"By creating a standalone Vericut Reviewer application,
shop supervisors, technicians and machine operators can
review a Vericut simulation of the NC machining process at
their workplace," he added.
For several years, Vericut software has featured
a Review Mode where the NC programmer can play
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forward and backward while removing and replacing
material.
Error messages and NC program text is highlighted
when a collision on the stock or fixture is selected.
The user can optionally show cutting conditions and a
toolpath line display.
Now, a new Reviewer file can be saved and sent to
others at any point in a Vericut session.
The Vericut Reviewer application incorporates all the
functionality of NC Review mode in a standalone viewer
that does not require a licence.
The user can rotate, pan, cross section and zoom just
like full Vericut and cut stock features such as material
thickness, hole diameter and pitch.
Air gaps can be measured using the full range
of X-Caliper tools.
For further details contact Machine Simulation SA
on TEL: 011 021 0616

Mastercam X5 MU1 offers expanded
machining flexibility, speed and automation

M

astercam X5 MU1 CADCAM software, from 4D
Engineering, offers expanded machining flexibility and
an increased emphasis on speed and automation. This
maintenance update is available at no charge to all current
Mastercam Maintenance customers.
Significant highlights and new functionality in Mastercam X5
MU1 CADCAM software are included in the mill, router, wire and
CAD tools areas.
Mill
• Enhanced gouge checking and containment options for
3D high speed toolpaths
• Improved curve 5-axis and swarf 5-axis cutting, allowing
overlap, and
• Faster mill tree-style dialogue performance.
Router
• Drag and drop parts from one sheet to another during
geometry or toolpath nesting, and
• Output block drilling parameters for easy use on setup
sheets and with certain point-to-point routers.
Wire
• Enhanced 4-axis direct wirepath accommodates a new
suite of geometry and outputs for even smoother motion

• Added options give you even more precision tab control,
and
• Ability to window chain relief cuts in your material
workpiece.
CAD tools
• Updated file translators for ACIS, SolidWorks, Solid Edge,
Unigraphics, and Rhino
• Easier surface curve selection and solid layout functions,
and
• New option to import STL files as lines or STL mesh.
With the release of Mastercam X5 MU1, Mastercam is also
introducing Port Expert, a new purchasable add-on designed for
the head porting industry. This powerful tool can be added on to
Mastercam Mill Level 3 or Router Pro. Selling points are
intelligent, specialised programming that machines as far as
possible into the port with 3-axis toolpaths before switching
smoothly to 5-axis motion; advanced gouge checking to help
ensure high quality cuts and flexible machining definition and
constraints, allowing automatic or manual choices.
For further details contact Mecad Systems on
TEL: 086 111 2236
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Somta Tools, Africa's largest manufacturer
of cutting tools, introduces new
ultra-performance solid carbide end mill range
Takes delivery of new ANCA TX7+ CNC grinding machine

T

o complement Somta's standard range of X.TREME
coated solid carbide drills and finishing end mills,
Somta has now introduced two new groupings of ultra
high performance carbide end mills.
1) Roughers - A range of high performance roughing end
mills for rapid stock removal, with new geometry designed for
very low cutting forces. These new roughers are for general
engineering applications such as side cutting, slotting and
ramping - and can be used on machines with medium to low
rigidity.
2) Hard Material Finishers - A range of high
performance finishing end mills for operation on hard
materials in the range 48 to 52 HRc. The finishers are
designed for peripheral milling of contours and complex
shapes, and are ideal for hardened mould and die steels
up to 52HRc.

The main features of these new high performance
end mill ranges include:
• Innovative new geometries designed in conjunction with
the company's international development partners who have
decades of design and development experience in the carbide
tooling industry. The benefit is a range of state-of-the-art
carbide cutting tools with superior performance.
• Chamfer and dubbing features to reinforce cutting tool
corners for extended wear life, and reduced cutting tool forces
at higher speeds.
• Oerlikon Balzers X.TREME coatings which further
improve operational performance and wear life.
• Sub-micron grain size of the European origin carbide
substrate (0.2-0.4 µm for the hard material finishers,
and 0.8 µm for the roughers), with 9% Cobalt content.
• Shank tolerances to h6, with cutting length
tolerance -0,020 / -0,070.
The high performance rougher ranges consist of regular
length, coarse and fine pitch, knuckle and flat crest forms;
most with X.TREME coating
(only product group
03C is
uncoated, suitable
for aluminium
machining
applications).
High
performance
finishers for
hard steel
applications
include regular
length square
end (03G),
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regular length (03I) and long series (03J) ball nose variants, all
with X.TREME coating. They are designed to works standard
over the 4mm to 20mm diameter range.
In combination, these features result in extremely
high performance carbide cutting tool ranges, which
compete favourably with current global state-of-the-art solid
carbide cutting tool designs. In some applications these new
end mills have outperformed competitive products by up to four
times. High stock removal rates at high speeds and feeds,
excellent finish quality and extended wear life are the major
benefits of these new designs, in very hard work materials with
complex applications.
Takes delivery of new ANCA TX7+ CNC grinding machine
Somta Tools recently took delivery of a new
ANCA TX7+ CNC grinding machine to further expand
manufacturing capacity on the company's solid carbide
tooling range. This new equipment supplements Somta's
existing combination of an ANCA RX7 and Oerlikon Balzers PVD
surface coating plant, all located in-house at the
company's premises in Pietermaritzburg.
Somta Tools New ANCA TX7+ CNC grinding machine is used
for the new ultra performance solid carbide end mill ranges
launched recently.
The new ANCA TX7+ allows faster production of
carbide end mills above 13mm diameter, due in part to the
higher power 38kW motor, and enables Somta to offer quick
turnaround on standard or special geometry solid carbide
cutting tools. Somta Tools is active in the automotive and
automotive component special tooling arena, and this new
equipment will further develop the company's ability to meet
growth in market demand.
Importantly, Somta's newly developed innovative range of
ultra-high performance solid carbide rouging end mills
and finishing end mills (for hard machining up to 52 HRc),
developed with their European design partners, are
manufactured on these ANCA CNC grinding machines
and coated in-house at Somta with Oerlikon Balzers X.TREME
PVD surface coatings. With the combination of ANCA CNC
grinders and Oerlikon Balzers coating plant, Somta says
it also offers a superior regrinding and recoating
service.
For further details contact Somta Tools Carbide Division
on TEL: 011 390 8700 or visit www.somta.co.za

Cimatron announces
the release of CimatronE 10
Beta testers report dramatic improvements in efficiency
and laude "amazing" background calculations.

T

he newest
version of
CimatronE
(version 10)
introduces powerful
enhancements for
mold makers, die
makers, and
manufacturers,
providing
exceptional value
for current
customers as well
as extensive competitive benefits for new customers in a
single integrated solution. The new version delivers new
functionality and improvements across the entire
CimatronE suite, in the areas of quoting, tool design,
drawing, and NC programming.
The release of CimatronE 10 will introduce background
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calculations. This
means that there
will be no need to
wait for toolpath
processing to finish,
as users will be
able to continue
normal work on a
project while the
computer calculates
procedures in the
background.
As a result of
this capability, users will experience an immediate
increase in productivity. While a rough calculation for an
area is being calculated, users will be able to start
work on a second rough, or on a procedure for a different
area of the part. Users will also be able to verify,
simulate and generate G-code for existing procedures
and make changes to geometry in the CAD environment.
Users will also be able, as before, to open several
different sessions of CimatronE simultaneously.
The new version also includes built in motion
simulation and analysis. Identifying errors before any
machining or tryouts take place is one of the ways in
which CimatronE's 3D solution shortens delivery times
and reduces costs. The new motion simulator will allow
CimatronE tool designers to test the efficacy of their tool
design, isolating collisions and other problems at an early
stage.
Product Manufacturing Information capabilities were
introduced in an earlier version of CimatronE, allowing
users to store Product Manufacturing Information (PMI)
annotations including dimensions and other details.
In this version, users will also be able to read PMI
information from a larger selection of CAD systems and will
be able to store a larger range of information as PMI
annotations.
The release of CimatronE 10 also introduces a new
product, the patent pending CimatronE SuperBox. The
SuperBox is a toolpath off-loading and processing
acceleration device that dramatically shortens
NC programming; it is reported to have saved users 85%
off programming time.
"This is the most successful beta CimatronE has ever
held, with testers requesting their entire shop be upgraded
to the new version months before it was even certified for
official release," said Danny Haran, Cimatron's CEO. "We
are very happy that our entire customer base can now
enjoy the
benefits that our beta testers have experienced over the
past months."
For further details contact Louis Avenant of
Creative Factory on TEL: 011 887 1752

Baty's Venture 3-Axis vision systems

T

he highly successful Venture range includes both
manual and full CNC systems that cover two standard
measuring ranges: The VI-2510 has a
250mm x 125mm x 165mm X,Y,Z measuring capacity and the
VI-3030 has 300mm x 300mm x 165mm.
The original design brief was to bring together high-end
software functionality with a proven mechanical design at a
competitive price. With over 20 years experience as a
manufacturer of vision systems and over 75 years in metrology,
Baty have built up a sound knowledge of vision application
requirements.
Whether manual or CNC, we believe the newly revised
Venture range includes
more functionality as
standard than any other
vision system package on
the market.
Venture QC3
This is a manually
operated 3D vision system
designed for the shop floor.
The fully integrated
QC300 measuring system
has a colour touch screen
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so there is no need for a mouse
or keyboard to clutter the
workstation.
Full geometric functionality is
included so features like circles, lines
arcs and points can be measured using
dedicated tools. Data points are automatically taken along the
edge of the feature using video edge detection, then all
measurements are automatically saved in the on-screen
features list.
The programmable LED lighting is also controlled using the
touch screen. Surface, through the lens and profile lighting
conditions can be adjusted to ensure that the feature edge is
perfectly illuminated.
Tolerances are set for each dimension so that the final
inspection report clearly displays a pass or fail status.
For parts that need to be measured regularly, measurement
routines can be 'recorded', saved and played back. During this
process the operator is guided through the process by the
display. Magnification, VED tool positioning, number of data
points required and the exact lighting conditions are all
reproduced by the system ensuring that each part in a batch is
measured the same way for optimum repeatability.
For full details of Baty's range of products contact
Toolquip & Allied on TEL: 011 370 2727

Leadwell introduces the LTC-50CL
large capacity CNC turning center

L

eadwell has introduced the LTC-50CL, a large capacity
CNC turning center with box ways. The LTC-50 is
engineered and built for heavy cutting with a stronger
turret and a 400 mm curvic coupling for extra rigidity
during heavy cutting operations.

The company has also increased the thickness of the
turret to cater for exceptionally large boring bars and other
large cutting tools.
The chip conveyer is a special one metre height heavy
duty chain type conveyer with a massive opening for large
chip removal rates. The redesigned X-axis saddle fully
supports the bottom of the CLT-300B turret
(One piece shim between the saddle and turret for
ultimate rigidity).
"C" means A2-15 spindle nose with 185mm spindle
bore, "L" for 2032 mm bed length.
Specifications of the LTC-50CL is a 37/45kW spindle
motor with a two-speed ZF gear box, 21" diameter 3-Jaw
chuck with 6.50" bar capacity, 400mm diameter curvic
coupling turret, 1000 mm maximum work swing,
800 mm swing over the cross slide, 900mm maximum
turning diameter and 28Hp high torque servo motor on the
Z-axis.
The machine is available with Siemens 828D and
Fanuc CNC controls.
For further details contact WD Hearn on
TEL: 021 534 5351
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MSTAR end mills
Complete and versatile programme of solid carbide end mills.

T

he demands of today's metal cutting world has ensured
that advances in materials, coatings and geometry of end
mills designed for specialist applications such as hard
material milling surpasses not just the performance levels of
the recent past, but the expectations of the engineers at the
sharp end of production.
It is this high end technology that also benefits the sector
of tools entitled "for
general applications" by
passing on the successful
high end features. The
wording "general" is

somewhat a disservice to
tools that fall under this
category because most
applications, with the
exception of a small
percentage of specialist
needs, are very successfully
machined with tools such
as those from the MSTAR
range. Furthermore, the
technology now inherent in

these end mills allows them to
remain in the tool magazine
and be used for many
consecutive and differing
jobs.
The MSTAR series
contains around
40 different types in a
vast range of diameters.
The Miracle based coating
technology coupled with a
reliable micro-grain carbide
substrate used across the whole
range provides outstanding tool life, is highly resistant to
chipping and gives the performance needed for high production
levels.
The latest additions to the programme are 2 anti-vibration
types, in short and medium cutting lengths. The flutes are a
varied pitch and the spiral angles also differ at 42 degrees and
45 degrees to further benefit the reduction of vibration during
machining. The 2 types, MSSHV and MSMHV are capable of full
width slotting and incorporate a larger than standard pocket on
the end face to facilitate quicker chip removal. Both are
available in diameters 6 ~ 20mm and are suitable for carbon,
alloy and stainless steels through to difficult to cut materials.
For further details contact Multitrade Distributors on
TEL: 011 453 8034

Mori Seiki software allows complicated
NC programs to be simulated in advance

M

ori Seiki has developed 5-axis NC simulation software
for PC-based, high performance, accurate, 5-axis
machining simulation of its NMV Series of 5-axis
control vertical machining centres.
NC Simulation allows NC programs output from the
conversational automatic programming system (CAPS) of
Mori Seiki's MAPPS and MORI-AP to be simulated. It can also
be used for the verification of NC programs from various
CAM systems and even to manually input programs. In addition,
the software enables users to view workpiece material removal
simulation, which is generally impossible with machine-loaded
collision detection functions.
All machining simulation using Mori Seiki 5-Axis NC
Simulation, including machine set-up and collision and working
check, can be done off-line before real machining begins. In
brief, its advantages are that it shortens set-up time by
hassle-free machine configuration. Accurate machine models
are provided by default. No time is wasted configuring or
setting-up a virtual machine. Default NC parameters are also
available, so that the user can obtain accurate time study results.
Easy tool model creation is also made possible by a simple
tool registration screen. Tool data in MAPPS CAPS and Esprit
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CAM software, both of which are standard features of the NMV
Series, can be directly imported and used for simulation.
Additionally, workpiece and fixture data created with 3D CAD
can be imported without changing the file format, making
simulation set-up simple and easy.
Mori Seiki 5-axis NC Simulation features a simple screen
design that allows users to make the best use of its functions.
It provides an operation panel equivalent to reach machines on
a PC, and serves as a tool for training machine operators
before real machining. Additionally, the simulation view window
can be split into two panes. For example, machining simulation
and workpiece material removal simulation can be displayed
simultaneously. This feature allows users to view machining
simulation from different perspectives, offering improved
verification, explains Mori Seiki.
Another feature of Mori Seiki 5-axis NC Simulation is its
improved tool offset functions. Both tool length and diameter
data registered on the tool registration screen and tool offsets
input on the tool offset screen can be used for verification,
enabling flexible operation.
For further details contact Edwin Roth (Pty) Ltd on
TEL: 011 970 1930

AMADA's ASTRO-Ci bending cell
Modelled on the way humans move
AMADA has presented a press brake which is automated
by means of a two-arm robot - the ASTRO-Ci. This technological
innovation has been designed to handle particularly small
workpieces.
To anyone working in the world of industrial applications,
the term "robot" very probably brings to mind an
articulated device which possesses a
certain number of axes and precisely one arm.
In contrast, AMADA has a two-arm robot
standing at a press brake picking up sheets,
positioning them at the lower press beam and
removing workpieces. The developers of this
automation solution took human movements as
their model.

Two-handed operation for the sheet metal industry
AMADA's the new bending unit has a total of 19 controlled
axes. This unit, which is known as the ASTRO-Ci, combines a
robot with a servo-electrically driven press brake providing a
press force of 360 kN. In practice, this type of bending cell
forms the ideal basis for sheet metal applications, for example
for component manufacturers in the
electronics and medical technology
sectors. The production cell with its
high-precision press and pure
servo-electric drive is not only superbly
suited for the machining of thin
materials but also for the production of
exceptionally small workpieces. And
this is exactly the application field of
the two-arm robot.
Intuitive operation and low
programming requirements
At the machine control level, AMADA
has opted once again for its proven
programming concept. The programme for the press brake and
all the sequences of movements performed by the robot can be
created on an external PC with CAM software. Then the result
of the programming can be observed using a three-dimensional
simulation. This low level of programming work makes it
possible to manufacture even small batch sizes economically.
For further details contact Amada South Africa on
TEL: 011 453 5459

SigmaNESTS DSTV converter

H

ave you ever had to export 3D CAD files to DXF
format, import them into a 2D CAD package, make
some changes, export them to DXF again and finally
import them into SigmaNEST only to be informed two
minutes later that the design engineers made yet another
change to the "final" design files?
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SigmaTEK Systems now has the ability to import DSTV
format files! DSTV is an ASCII format developed by the
German Steel Construction Association for the description
of structural steel shapes for NC applications. You can
recognize this file type as ending in .NC1. The files can be
read and converted to parts by SigmaNEST, thus completely
eliminating the need to convert the files from
a .NC1 to a .dxf manually before importing them into
SigmaNEST.
Importing the DSTV file is as easy as importing a
.dxf file. First, click on the work-space tab in
SigmaNEST and then on the important button just
below. A down arrow will appear with multiple file
types. If you have activated this option, DSTV will be
one of the options in the list of different file formats
to import. Next, choose your DSTV file and your parts
will be imported.
To activate the option for importing
DSTV files, allow SigmaTEK to walk you through the
steps by contacting a SigmaTEK Applications
Engineer.
For further details contact Mecad Systems on
TEL: 086 111 2236

